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FOREWORD.

The preparation of this bulletin has beeil made posible through

the assistance of my associates in educational work in Cleveland.
and through the suggestions and/encouragement of a host of profes-

sional friends in education work throughout the country. It would
be impossible to name here all who have contributed to the work.

The writer is 'particularly indebted to the superintendent of

schoyfi and the members of the board of eaucation,in Cleveland,

through whose kindness the necessary leave of absence was granted

for making the preliminary survey.
Thanks are also due to Mr. W. B. McCormick, chief of the diVi-

sion of the architect, for his cooperation in furnisLiing most of the

drawings.
THE AUTHOR.
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MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

INTRODUCTION.

Mr. Charles'A. Bennett in summarizing the work of a recent con-
ference, said : " It lias been characterized by emryhasis on definiteness
of aim, definiteness of statement, definiteness of results. There is
evidently 'a consciousness that we need to Ifnòw mor/e confidently
whither we are tending." It has seemed to the writer that this
statement sillould serve as a text typifying the purpose, method, and
material of the present repbrt.

There is available a large amount of valuable materiat upon the
subject ,of manual arts in the junior high schoolf This material is,
however, very largely general in charaster: or, if specific, deals with
itidividual or isolated special feiltures of the work. In treating of
speCific problems of the aNlinistratkIn of manual arts in the schools,
there are wide differences of opinion; so that, while the general aims
and purpo.ses of the work are understood and accepted, there is
much doubt and confusion in the minds of administrators as to the
expression of these aims in tetms of more specific objectives, methods,
st4ect matter, courses of study, and organization.,

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT.

, Thepurpose of this report is to give somewhat definite answers
. to t.lie questions: " What are the aims of manual -arts in the junior

high school, and how are they to be attained in terms of teaching,
methods, subject matter, and organization "? The method is the
reverse of the custoinary procedure, that of presenting the broadest
type of generalization from which the reader is to particularize.
It is rather that of presenting definite data which may be differ-en-
tiaied to meet existing needs and conditions. This method of or-
ganizing the report is entirely without. intention of being dogmatic,
or assumption of knowledge that should not be questioned. Its
purpose is rather to deal as cleaTly and logically as possible with the
underlying principles of manual arts in the junior high school and
to set up a rather specific course (If procedure as a definite point of
departure for the organization and development of manual arts
work as a basis for such differentiation as May be demanded by
local needs and conditions.

I



2 -----ww."11.111MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

TERMINOLOGY.

A brief statement concerning 'terminology is necessary. It is ut-
terly hopeless to expect to b r order out of the confusion of terms
that designate hand activities in ÍTëhoo1s or to expect the universal
adoption of any term or group of terms that may be presented. 'The
best that can be done, is to interpref this lerminology in the light of
experience and observation, in order that the reader may under-
stand the significance of terms used in this report.

Chief of the offenders is the term " vocational education." It has
been broadly misinterpreted to include all of those activities, for
whatever purpose, which may be related to handwork or 'commercial
work in the schools. No situation can be more, absurd than the
classification of hand activities of the elementary and juniorAigh
schools under vocational education. In this writing vocational edu-
cation is understood to include only such forms of public education
as deal directly with preparatibn for a specific life vocation.

"Indukrial education " is here interpreted to mean vocational edu-
cation within the field of itidustryspecific training,in industry.

" Prevocational education " is interpreted to mean study and in-
vestigation in a variety of activities which may suggest later voci-
tional educatih and training in some specific field.

The termsi" manual arts," "practical a4s," " mechanic arts," " in-
dustrial arts," and "manual training" have been 'variously used to
mean the same thing or different things. Some one of them has been
used at different times to express different meanings or degrees of
meaning. For purposes of this discussion they have been acc.epted
as synonymous and as defining hand activities given in school for
general education purposes, providing life experiences witit* the.
'Reid of industrial activities which may serq as melins of concrete
expression in other school work, as opportunity for discovery of in-
dividual abilities and aptitudes, and as sources of information which
may serve for educational guidance toward the later choice of a
life career.

The term " manual arts " is chosen to esignate the work presented
in this report. " It is the historic te and defines and limits moit
clearly the work with which wOare concerned; it is more definite
than practical arts, which includes household arts and agriculture;

ress restricted than mithanic arts; it avoids the possible con-
fusion of industrial arts with industrial art and tndustrial educa-
tion and training. The term "manual training" has in recent years
fallen into such disuse that it is doubtful if it will in the future be
recognized in educational work.

a
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JUNIOR, HIGH 'SCHOOLS IN TYPICAL CITIES. 8

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN TYPICAL CITIES.
As preliminary .to. this report a survey_ was made of junior high

schools in -a nuffiber of typical cities and towns, including visits toDetroit apd Jackson (Mich.), St. Mils, Kansas CitY (Kans.), Rich-mond (Ind.), Buffalo, Rochester, Trenton, Johnstown, Pittsburgh,MinNapolis, Duluth, Flint, Cleveland, and several consolidated or
township schools in rural communities.

Brief statements of special features observed, and generalizationsand conclusions drawn therefrom, serve as a basis for this study ofthe problem of manual arts in the junior high schools.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

The outstanding or special features characterizing manual artswork in certain schools or. school systems are interesting and often
suggestive.

Detroit.In Detroit the activity adopted for the seventh gradeof the junior high school is household mechanics, although the policyvaries in different schools, Woodvork sometimes being substituted.For the eighth and ninth grades three courses are offered:acqdernie,
technical, and industrial. In the technical course four subjects are
requiredwoodwork, electricity, machine shop, and automechan-icseach 10 weeks, 6 hours per week, with mechanical drawing 2hours per week. b the ninth grade, píttern making 6 hours anddri.wing 3 hours per week Are given throughout the year. The in-dustrial courses are vocational and include automechanics and ma-chine shop 3 hours each day for one year. Boys must be 15 years
Qf age and bring letters from home stating that they will lea17-e schoolat the end of one year in order to be admitted to the industrialcourses. There are many variations frQm this program in different
schools. A. very noticeable feature of the manua1 arts work of thejunior high schools in Detroit is ityvork in household mechanics,carried out through the medium ana organization of -the deneral
shop. This work is given in the seventh grade, the adjustment ;yearof junior high school. Me organization and equipmerit are forwork under four general topicswoodwork, electricity, sheet metal,and general work, incinding unclassified subjects.

The work in household mechanics in Detrbit is the best 'observed
in this survey. The besfexamples of the swrk are- conducted-under
tonditions hardly possible "ok general application in the junior highschool. It is doubtful if conditions will pftin permit of two teachersfor a single class in a- single room. 141 Detroit there, is manifest

'evidence of a tine spirit of'cooperation, of thmghtful and scientific
study and analysis of the work, and of synIpatheicE administration.

Alitsm
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4 MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

Jack 8on.The regular manual arts work of the seventhtand eighth
grades in Jackson is woodwork, including elementary and advenced
woodwork and cabinetmaking. The work is elective beyond the 711
grade and has an optional elective in printing. Eledkion in draw-
ing is required with the woodwork. The aivity of the ninth grade
is sheet-metal work. elective. An outstanding feature of the work
in Jackson is the large amount of time given to electives. About one-

fourth of the boy's points in the seventh gi;ide may be made through
electives, one-third in the eighth grade, and one-balf in the ninth
grade. This is justified in the objectives of holding the child in
school through interest, of recognizing frankly differences in child
nature, of providing not the same But equal educational opportunity,
of developing abilities. (If disoovering powers, tastes, and aptitudes,
and of sending forward children to higher educatioh. Manual arts
work is required in the seventh grade only. Some 'rather striking
work in vocational or educational guidance was found in Jackson.

st. LaukThe work in St. Louis is acknowledged tx; be in the
experimental stage. The Ben Blewett School is at present the only
junior high school. The manual ahs department is not well de-

veloped. A. course. in what is termed " tinker work" is providelifor
seventh-grade pupils. It consists almost wholly of a familiar type of
elementary Nyoodwork. The point emphalzed is that the boy chooses

what be wishes to make. Tn higher Mes advanced woodwork,
wood turning and pattení *making, and forge work of a rather tradi-
tional type, as well as mechanical drawihg, are provided. A well-
equipped print shop is doing creditable work. The 'characteristic
feature of the nufnual arts work of the school is the variety of re-

quired subjects and comimratively few electives.
Kamag City, KanIn Kansas City, Kans., the manual arts work

is all elective. In the seventh grade woodwork is provided, in tile

eighth grade a course in trade information, and in the ninth grade
mechanical drawing. The unique ffeatore of t'he work in Kansas
City is a course in what is termed " trade information for educa-
tional guidance" in the eighth gratit!. As an illustration of this
work a journeyman plumber is employed at journe.yman's wages,
or such arrangements as can be made, to bring his equipment to a

. room in the 'junior high school and give a four-week course in

plumbing. The regular trained teacher of the room assists in class
management and organization and interprets the work pedagogi-
callito the class. in the same way the'class has contact with sheet-
metal work, carpentry, elecfrical work, and autorepair work for
periods varying from four to seven weeks, onehour each day. The
work in carpentry is given by the regular room teachèr. In con-

nectichi with the work in the yarious bubjects discussions are held

'"'"=-= - =vs IL_ ma ...via -



YUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN TYPICAL CITIES.

under the direction of the regular instructor on estimating costs,
specifications, contracts, labor conditions, etc., and visits are made
to buildings in process of construction and to faciories. The pupils
are evidently interested in the work. The results in trpducts are
rather meager. The question is whether the information obtained
in this way is of suffkciently greater value to justify two teachers to
a class. It would seem that welhtrained and skillful teachers in
the school could accomplish practically the same results.

Richmond, Ind.In Richmond woodwork is given in the 7B, 8B,
and 9E grades, and general metal work in the 7A. SA, and 94
grades. The primary objective of the work is general education
through self-expre.ssion and interpretation of experiences in the
general field of woodwork and metal work. This is perhaps one
f the best examples noted of the organization of manual arts in a
small or medium-sized junior high school through the means \of
related activities work in a wood shop and metal shop, with in-
cidental provision for drawing related to shop activities. A well-
equipped shop was provided for woodwork, including a few typical
machines, and a metal shop with general equipment for simple
work in sheet metal, electricity, forge, and machine work. Printing
was originally included in the program as a third activity, hut has
not yet been developed. With this subject an almost ideal organi-
zation for junior high school manual art!t would have been set up.
A situation of the kind found at Richmond requires fine organiza-
tion and skillful teaching.

Buffao.Buffalo as yet has no juilior high schools, strictly speak-
ing. The distinctive manual arts work seems to be that. of the
vocational schools. ,*the nearest approach to the junior high school
problem is found in several special elemental"? schools. In one di9-
trict the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades are orgknized on tile basis
of special work. All o4 tbe boys interested in shop activities are
gathered in one building, those in commercial work in a neighboring
building, and those in academic subjects in a third building. Shop
activities are located at schwl No. 47. The striking feature of
the work in this school is that half of a six-hour da*s given to
shopwork and half to academic suhjects. The pupils are normal
boys who havichosen this type of school work. .The academic work
is that of the regular grades, reduced to essentials. Pupils receive
regular regent's credits advancing them to high school, Through a
period of six nars the average number of pupils going from the
regular grade.school to higher work was al)put 66 per cent. The
average from this school was 841 per cent. Facilities for manual
arts work are poor, and teachers are to he commended for the high
order of accomplisliment under such conditions. In the seventh
grade the shop activitt..are machine work and sheet metal, one

5
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MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

semester each of 20 weeks, thetasses shifting in the middle of the
3 ear. In the eighth grade the work is divided into five subjects for
periods of 8 weeks eachmanual training woodwork, cabinetmaking,
pattern making and simple foundry practice, electrical work, and
mechanical drawing. The drawing covers about a weeks, but i&
scattered through the year's work. Siinilar types of work are carried
on at school No. 17 under a modified elenìentary school organization.
The organization necessary inia school of this type imposes con-.
ditions making impossible the highest type of manual tills work.

Rochester.In the typical junior high school visited in Rochester
four courses are offeredforeign language, commercial, technical,
and industrial. The seventh grade is a try-out year in which manual
arts woik is -provided in household mechanics and elementary ma-
chine shop. The seventh grade work is given with a view to decision
as to the course to bee followed in succe,eding years. In the technical
and' industrial icourses in the eighth and ninth 'grades, theoretically,
pupils have a choice of electives in production in wood, sheet metal,
machine shop, electricity, commercial art, printing, and lithograph:.
Organiiation seems to play a large part in determining elections.
The noticeable characteristic of the work is the emphasis placed
upon yocational preparation. Pupils in the industrial or vocational
course, including overage boys from the lower grades, are given
preference in the slops.% Club work is 'an important feature in

some of the schools, in which the shops of the manual arts depart-
ment play an important part.

TrentmThe objective of the work in Trenton is general educa-

tion through the development of character-forming habits and apti-
tudes. Woodwork and printing are given in ihe seventh gráde,
sheet-metal work and electricity in 'the eighth grade, lith election
in any maneual arts subject and mechanical drawing in the ninth
grade. Conditions have made it impossible to deal with the overage
probleni thus far. The work is characterized by a fine spirit of unity
and cooperation, carefully planned outlines of work, thoughtful
methods and splendid organization, including methods for evaluat-
ing work and estin)ating progress of students.

JohnstolmIn Johnstown, manual arts work al the seventh giade
is exploratory for all pupils in anticipation of elective courses in the
eighth grade. Six weeks are given to eachwoodwork, metal work,
drawing, building construction, electricity, and printing. In the
eighth and ninth grades election is made in one of four courses, gen-
eral, commercial, technical, or vocational. The vocational courses
are conducted in the voational school. In the technical and voca-
tional courses choices are made from four subjects, wood, metal,
electricity, building constmtion, bind possibly printing. The junior

ito
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN TYP CITIES. 7

high schools are in a transition period from the 6-3-3 to a 6-4-2
plan, a rather exceptional situation due to local copditions. The
work of the tenthpgrade under this organization is.to be voCational.
The vocational influerice characterizes' the work of the schools. An
interesting feature is the organization of the new Coshran Junior
High School Building. The building is composed of six separate
units connected by corridors, one of which is &voted entirely to
manual arts work. Some rather impressive work.._ ill educational
gulihince was seen at this school.

Pittxbury/1.The Latiiar and Irwin Avenue Junior High Schools
were visited in. Pittsburgh. In the Latimer School, which is typical,
annual arts work in the seventh grade is given in a general 'shop,
equipped for instruction in six types of workwoodwork, wood
turning, printing, sheet metal, electrical work, and machine shop.
No evidence of the influence of the household mechanics idea was
shown in the work of these classes. In the eighth and ninth grades'
the pupits elect an academic, connnercial, technkal, or vocational
murse. In the technical course boys are assigned to shops for pe-
riods of 10 weeks, rotating through eight subjectsautorepair,
cabinetmaking, carpentry, electrical work, slret metal, machine
vork, printing and sign painting and finishing. The -vocatinoal
course is planned to give foundations in particular trades. The
occupations chosen are cabinetmaking, electrical work, machine work,
printing, and sheet metal through two years, Pupils working in a
sipgle subject. The work in the Pittsburgh schools is almost wholly
on the production plan. A fine spirit pervades the work in all the
schoots visited, dtie apparently to sympathetic leadership on the
part of superintendents, supervisors, and principals. Work 44, voca-
tional or educational guidance is interestitig and suggestive.

ilfinneapolis.The manual arts department. in each of. the junior
high schools in *Minneapolis is equipped with shaPs for woodWork-
ing, electricit'37, slteet metal, printing, and mechanical drawing.
Pupils are requirea to rotate through each of these five rooins in
periods of 10 weeks, one hour each day, through the entire seventh
grade and the first 10 weeks of the eighth grade. In a second round
of these shops pupils may elect their work through a first, second,
or third choice, depending upon conditioniof organization. After
the gecond 100weeks of the eighth grade, the pupil may in most eases
choose whatever subject he wishes,Ahe boy who is about to leave
school being favored in c oice. Every boy must ha a east'

eks of drawing as a grrerequisite to entering the te h year of
school in any course. The work in Minnettptlis is chufteac rized by
s Aendid or anization, wellequipped and well-conducted shops, and
thoughtfully plannedcourses of study based upon a careful analysis

t.
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8 MANUAL ARTS IN THE tfUNIOR HIGH.4SsCHOOL.

of industrial activities into educational working units. Methods and
courses are thoughtfully conservative, but sufficiently elastic-to pro-
vide for the individuality of teachers and pupils.

DuluthiIn Duluth two courses are offered in the seventh and
eighth grades in the junior high school,' an academic course and a

prevocational course, and three courseg in the ninth grade, a.cademic,
industrial, and commercial. Two perio6 of tshopwork in wood are
reqqired in the academic ourse, conditions in' the school permitting,
but preference seems to be given to the prevocational pupils. In the
prevocational course seventh-grade pupils must take two shop sub-
jects each semester, four within the year, each subject 10 periods
each week, woodwork, wood turning, sheet metal, and forge work_
In the 8B grade prevocational boys who .have finished the required
shopwork take science and typewriting. On advi ceof the principal,
certain pupils may specialize on some indutrial subject in tliis grade.
In the 8A grade these class& take electricity or printing 10 periods'
each week. In the industrial courge of the ninth trade boys take
art, mechanical drawing and machine woodwork. The outstanding
feature of the work in Duluth is the emphasis placed upon the pre-
¡vocational course, in which 95 per cent of the boys are registered, as

compared with five per-cent in the academic course. It should be
noted that the work is most strongly emphasized in the seventh
grade. The fact is attributed to the large industrial population in
the city. The-tfriport41nce of industrial work for overage pupils is
mognized, but, as,a problem incidental to the regularly constituted
work of the juniVr high school.

Fline.--Junioi high sChool organization in Flint has been tempo-
rarily abandoned, pending the construction of buildings adapted to
junior high school work. Policies have been outlined, but the place
.of the manual arts is not yet definitely defined. The manual art;
program contemplates required work in the seventh grade, witt It

large use of the general shop. - On tentative plans for buildings, two
such shops are shown in each junior high school. In the eighth
and ninth grades courses are planned in academic; commercial, and

ei ndustri al work. The shop activities .of the industrial course include
sheet metal, auto mechanics, woodwork, and eleCtricity, two subjects
being required. In the ninth grade a vocational program is plan'ned
for overage pupils and for those le4vini gchool.

Cleveland.--The 18 junior high schools in Cleveland have uni-
forMly equipped departments of manual arts. In the 7B ettcle a
Course in simple mechanics is given, organized to rotate pupils
through the wood and metal shops. This work is gradually super-,
eeding the woodwork formerlylgiven in grade centers and later

'transferred to the junior high school. The course covers elemen-

Id
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tary procesaeo i woodwork, sheet. metal, electricity, and general
repairs. Woodwork, priming, old generiti rattfakP work are given in
the 7A, 8B, and 8A grades, respeeti.vete. As- fait itIS possible, optiolial
elective courses are given in the rtiith grakfe ikti cabinetmakingq
quantity production work in wood, brrilding mistrnefieh, sheet
metal, general metal. and printing. A course in mechttrtical draving
parallels thee work in the 7A to 9A grades, inclusive. The work i*
required of all puPils in.the seventh and eighth grades. In the
eigiith grade additional work may be elected. In the Binth grade
the work is all elective. Both the craftsman and quantity production
methods are used in all grades. Emphasis is given to related will*
:Ind to correlation with other skilool subjects through the making of
projects combining the work and interests of several departments.
The;ork is characterized by emphasis upon definite educational
values and by courses of study, based upon a scientific analysis of
objectives, methods, and subject matter. The problem of the overage
pupil iS recognized as an obligation of the junior high school to be
met largely tlirough the manual arts department, but as incidental
to, rather than a primary function of, the school.

Consolidated or township 8chool8.nree township g6001s were
visited, all in Ohio. In Ravenna Township school a single shop is
equipped with woodworking benches, four forges, old a bench for
harness repair and leather work. Drawing tables are provided in a
small adjoining room, really a part of the shop. Elementary wood-
work is reqUired in all seventh and eighth grades, and cabinetmaking,
forging, harness repair, and mechanical drawing may be.elected by
pupils of the four high-schbois grades. In these grades all of the
activities are cariied on .at the same time, under a single teacher,
in a large mixed class of pulls, shop and drawing sections chang:
irig in the middle of the year. iAdjustrnents must be made to utilize
equipment, but it is evident Oat pupils can secure such work as they
wish in the course of the fQM7 years. It was noticeable that a large
percentage of boys elect manual arts work in all high-school grades.

In the South Euclid Township school the manual arts work is
limited tO elementary woortwork in seventh and eighth grades and
cabinetmaking and "(keel] ahical drawing in the high-school grades.
.Aside from these limitations the conditions are very similar to those
in Ravenna. The work in this school is of high grade.

In Parma Township seliool woodwork and mechanical draidng
Are given, required in seventh 4nd eight grades, and elective in the
four high-school grades. Mechanical drawing is given in all grades
Through the first semester, and woodwork in the second semester,

In gene.ral, working conditions in, these schools tire very poor,
-partly due to insufficient financial support. Disorder and lack °of

"00



10 MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

system were in evidence, due undoubtedly in a large measurg to con-
ditions under which the work must be conducted. In all instances
'much more comprehensive work could be given with practically the
same original expenditure for equipment and supplies.

It seems evident that the work has been imposed from the out-
side, with little consideration for existing conditions. Undoubtedly
a careful study of the problem of manual activities under rural
conditions would be a valuable aid to work in these schools.

GENERA LIZATIONS:

Junior high school an establiRhM institution.There can be little
doubt that the junior high school has become an established institu-
tion in the organization of our public school system.. All of the
cities visited in the' survey are fully committed to the junior high
school organization and program. The extent to which plans have
been carried out varies in accomplishment from 90 per cent down

v.
to practically nothing, for in some communities which express them-
selves as fully committed to this type of organization there is very
little as yet to show in concrete results.

Junior high school a Reparate organization.--There is unquestion-
ably a very general belief in the junior high school as an entity in
itself, separate in both buildings and organization Lfrom the ele-
mentary work below and from the senior high school' above. The
julnior high school deals with an

.

entirely different problem physio-
logically, educationally, and socially. Pupils of 'this period are
recognized as different beings from children of the elementary
school or from youth of the senior high school. Ideas of social
benefits to be derived from association between junior and senior
high school puPils have been found to be false. Pupils of the
junior high school do not look up with reverence to pupils of the
higher grades, and there is little of the spirit of altruism expressed
by pupils of the higher grades for those of junior high school' ag-e
and experience. Superintendents, principals, and teachers are gen-
erally of the opinion that the senior and junior high schools are
separate problems.

Manual arts objectives.----Considering the problem of industrial
activities in the junior high school, there can be no doubt that there
is a rapidly growing feeling that the primary objective of manual
arts in the junior high school is:educational rather than vocational.
This thought finds different expression in different parts of the
country. In many ()Astern cities emphasis is laid upon vocational or
prevocational aspects of the work. This emphasis is hardly justified
by the types of work presented and by results. The atmosphere
Seems to result from the tidal wave of vocational education which

of
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swept over the country about 1907 and 1908, practically inundating
iiianual arts activities. This influence waa never so strongly felt in
cities of the Middle West, and there is very little evidence of its
influence upon the wOrk of the junior high schools West of Ohio.
The work emphasized in the East as vocational or prevoCational
finds expression farther west in the work for overage and backward
boys, a problem incidental to the recognized function of the junior
high school. Pressed to a definite answer, school admipistrators in-
variably admit that ihe industrial activities in the junior high
school are given primarily for their educational 'value, have little
of prevocational value, and only incidentlly vocational guidance
valve.

Better thinking.In general, there is a very evident tendency on
the part of manual arts workers to think more crearly, to fix definite
objectives, to evaluate these objectives, and to meet them in terms
or methchis and subject matter. In other words, there is a more
definite understanding of what we want to accomplish and of the
means we should take to reach results.

'overage boy.There is a clearly recognized obligation on the
part of junior high school..workers to meet the needs of the overage .11

boy who has failed to master the requirements of the elementary,
school or who is failing to keep up with the demands of the junior
high school. The problem ip recognized as incidental to the, juttior
high school, but an obligation neverthelesi.

Single courae8 verou8 varied cour8e8.There is a noticeable ten-
dency to eliminate separate courses in the junior high school, such as
academic, technical, industrial, prevocational, and commercial, and
to establish a general course with variables in the form of electives.
Almost universally the work of the seventh grade is uniform, all
pupils being required to take manual arts in varying amounts. In
the eighth grade definite courses are also required, including manual
arts, with opportunity' for added elective work in language, manual
arts, and commercial subjects. In thé ninth grade, there is usually
a broader field for electives, which in a general way will indicate
future educational or vocational work. 1/4%

Simplification of termituology.--Another indication of the trend
of manual arts iii the junior high schoel is the growing inclination
to avoid suck terms as vocation, prevocation, and vocational guid-
ance, or to use them; if at all, in the same sense that they are used
in connection with other school work of these grades. This unify-
ing of the work of the junior high school is indicated by changes in
terminology and by the disappearance of such terms as " technical
course," " industrial course," " elective courses," etc.

.

i
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Consolidated and township schoo18.Too few schools of this type
were visited to justify conclusions and recommendations of general
application. Further information was supplied by the supervisor
in Ravenna County, which supplements the visits asid suggests
generalicomment.

It is 'evident that the manual arts in these schools is limited almost
wholly to woodwork, and possibly drawing, the Ravenna school
being an exception. Practically all of the work is of the traditional
type given as manual training in city schools for many years. Com-
paratively few of the teachers are specialists in tnanual arts work.
Often the work is added to coaching, science, matheniatics, or other
school subjects. In many instances the teachers have had no ex-
perience in manual arts work, and the results in most cases are very
inadequate. The suggestian was made that county superintendents
should require teachers not prepared for this work to take a summer
course in manual arts. A further suggestion was that adjoining
townships combine in securing the services of a thoroughly trained
teacher, with little or no added cost for school organization, condi-
tions of travel at the present time making such an arrangement
feasible. It was further suggested that there should be appointed
in each county a competent supervisor of manual arts.

Teachers.There is every indication of a demand for a higher
type of teacher ehan has been acceptable in the past. Better profes-
sional training, more culture, and a broader educational outlook, as
well as skillful craftsmanship are demanded. This general tendency
was more apparent to the writer in communities .of the Middle West
than in many of the industrial cities of the East.

Time allotmentThe time allotment for industrial arts in the
junior high school varies considerably in different localities. The
minimum seems rather definitely fixed at four 45-minute periods per
.week in double periods of 90 minutes. In a large number of the
schools covered in the survey, the minimum was one 60-minute period
eaçh day, five days each week: The maximum is about ten 45-minute
periods each week, to. which four to six periods in mechanical draw-
ing are added in some instances. Many variations as to time allot-
ment in grades and to subjects are fouud.

ROOM and equipme1d8.A very wide range of difference is no-
ticeable in. buildings, rooms, and equipments for manual arts, from
the very poor and inadequate to unjustifiably elaborate and expen-
sive. Very noticeable, even in some of the most expensively equipped
buildings, is the generally inadequate provision for the storage bf
tools, lumber, and general supplies, and grovision of space-for teach-
ers and for demonstrotion.

F.

,
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The general shop.The general shop as a factor in manual arts is
certainly in the experimental stage, with ample reasons for question-.
ing its value where conditions make possible a different typiof or-
ganization. But two examples were met in the entire survey that
Would at all justify its claims to a place in the organization of man-
ual arts in the junior high school, and in both of these case4 the
personal olemegt, or a local condition were the large factors of suc-
cess. The prevailing impression of work in the general shop is one
of confusion, diorder, and waste of material and equipment and
of time and energy on the part of both pupils and teachers. At the
present stage of development, successful work in the general shop
must depend upon conditions hardly possible in the organization of
the junior high school, small classes or two teachers to a class.
Except in small schools where the manual arts musi be4conducted by
a single teacher in a single room, an orgarfization which will accom-
plish more effectively all that is claimed for the general .shop is
entirely possible. This point is considered later in this report in
connection with suggested organization of courses of study.

ocati,onal guiclawe.Vocational guidance, strictly speaking, is
not a part of the work covered by this survey and report. Inciden-
tally it has a relation to manual arts in the. junior high school,
through shop activities, as it should have to other school activities.
There is evidence of a marked change in the spirit and purpose of
vocational guidance in the junior high school. The trend is in the
direction of educational rather than vocational guidance. The best
work is directed by trained and competent counselors, most of whose
time is given to following 'up failing pupils and those who leave
school, and in endeavoring to guide them in the selection of courses
and studies best fitted to their individual needs. GI- idaneo apd direc-
tion into industry are of minor significance at this period of school
life. Aid in discovering what type of educational work is best
adapted to the needs of individual pupils is vastly important. In-
cidentally the counselor directs studies of occupations, based usually
upon local industries, from class data secured in the community.
Talks 14 people in industry. moving pictures, and visits to plants,
with reports on findings, are importanefeatures of these studies.

THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

DEVELOPMENT.
ON

The development of the jimior high school has an impressive his-
tory, an analysis of which is not (kssential to the purpose of this rto-
-port. There can be nodoubt of the fundamental importance of the

91048°-24----2
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junior high school movement. It is the greatest and most far-
reaching influence in public education in the past thfne decades. It
is a factor to be reckonect with In every department of educational
endeavor. It is influencing the work of the elementary schools lac-

low and is vitalizing and giving new life to the work of the senior
high schools above. It is vitally a ffecting institutions of higher learn-
ing through departments of education and 'for the preparation of
teachers. It is recognized as a factor to be considered by all of the
agencies associated with public education. It is the one really dy-
namic influence in the traditionally static field of educational work.
Not the le9st significant feature in the history of the junior high
school is that it must acknowledge a large debt to experiments in
which the manual arts and their interprètation in pedagogical terms
have played an important part.

CLAIMS AND OBJECTIVES.

Many claims are advanced in support of the junior high school,

most of which have to do with the mechanics of organization. Four
educational functions are generally recognized as-important. These

deal with purely physical and mental attributes of child life and
are therefore fundamental. . They find expression tiftugh---

1. Recognition of the nature of the, child at the various stages of
the junior high school as expressed by physical and mental attitudes
and aptitudes.

2. Recogiiition of individual difference&
3. Meeting demands for educational and socializing opportunities.
4. Providing exploratory opportunity essential to guidance.
In child life the junior high school covers the variable, unstable,

impulsive period of adolescence, where indiviiniality is beginning to
assert itself in varied and erratic, rather than in stable or well di-

rected, ways. This is a fact to be recognized and provided for as

a responsibility of the school.
The junior high school focuses attention upon the recognition

and direction of the varying manifestations of individuality in the
child. Heretofore the efforts have been to meet the problem with-

out sacrificing uniformity. The very nature- of child life at this
critical period implies the necessity for the greatest possible diversity
consistent with efficient organization.-

The demands for educational and socializing opportunities in the
junior high school are met through the various subjects and related

activities of the school and classroom ; through more adequate pro-

vision for assembly halls, gymnasiums, play grounds, shops, and

home economic facilities and the cooperative activities which they
present, and through closer contact with teachers of varying per-

sonal interests.

-

.
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The widely diversified life experiences demanded by thsvomn
tion and activities of the junior high school provide ampii-Scópe
for the exploration essential to educational guidance which may
lead to the discovery of a life vocation.

The objectives of the junior high must find their basis in these
fundamental functions.

Response to these demands finds ready expression through the
manual arts activities and should be amply provided for in manual
arts courses.

MANUAL ARTS :rN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.
FUNCTIONS.

The fundamental aim of the junior high school is to provide equal
opportunity for every child, taking into consideration his individual
abilities and aptitudes. To all pupils the manual arts present an
added means of expression, and to many their most natural means of
exeprt\ssion. The ultimate aims of manual arts are those common to
all public school education, ar41 the manual arts work ana the
manual arts teachers should contribute their share to the fulfillment
of these aims.

There are two rather definite functions of manual arts work that
should especially be considered in the junior high school:

First. *To provide a means of general development and education.
It may justly Iv claimed that ttais ivork, properly presented,
furnishes a general discipline and training of great value, as well
as a large amount of information concerning industry and in-
dustrial methods which has a distibet educatiônal and social value.
This consideration in it.self justifies the manual arts as a require-
ment of the junior high school even though a large percentage of
pupils will never become industrial workers.

In this connection the manual arts will make a large contribution
to school *work both through service it may render in providing
related material and in the unifying relation it may have with
other school activities: The manual arts should render an impor-
tant service to the schools in furnishing a great variety of problem§
and illustrative material for. use in connection with othin% school
subjects, and through the direct products of the shops and ,the
drawing rooms, but its chief service will come through a cooperative
relationship with other departments of the vehool. There must be
cooperation between -teachers, leading to mutual recognition of
common factors in their work,,to the fixing of common objectives,
to the discovery of contacts, and the mutual use of common prob-
lems. Association 'ft4d conference must lead to common under-Istanding of the interniation of school work. Such projects m the

*

-
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making and publishing of books, school papers, school dramatics,
the school pageant, projects of service to the school and the coni-

mullity, school club work, etc., provide means for interrelated work
in which the manual arts may play an important part.

Second. To provide a medium for educational, guidance. Prop-

4
erly organizO and conducted, work in manual arts may constitute
an important factor in the study of industrial vocations essential to
guidance, as well as a fundamental background for later prepara-
tion for an industrial vocation, for leadership in industry, or for

engineering activities. In this sense the work may be considered
prevocational, in so far as the term applies to other school activities
which have bearing upon the later life occupation of the pupil.
The importance of this feature of the work increases is the grades
advance.

A word concerning vocational training seems necessary. It is

difficult to follow the reasoning leading to the conclusion that
vocational preparation and training is a charge of the junior high
school. Such a conclusion is based upon a misunderstanding of the
function of the work, and attempts at trade preparation have not

justified its claims. The fact that children have been taken from

the elementary schools and placed in the junior high school adds
nothiv to their maturity and life experience. They are still chil-
dren, 4and it is too early to determine the type of work best fitted
to @their individual needs. The school offers insufficient time to
develop necessary skill, and, even if this were possible, inunaturity
debars them from the industries where skill is demanded. None

o(the results thus far shown justify vocational work in the junior
high school. The original conception of function of the manual

arts, with a broader interpretation, is manitIstly the dominant con-

ception at the present time. The problem of the overage boy is as

yet unsolved. It may be assumed as an incident of the junior high

school organization.
AL It should be stated incidentally that the manual arts subjects,

rightly conceived 'and correct as,to methods, lay the foundation for

vocational training in industry.

DETERMINING OBJECTIVES IN MANUAL ARTS TEACHING.

A skillful leader of a conference in the organization of courses of

study, of which the writer was a member, made this statement: " No

part of the making of a course of study is more important than _a

clear statement of aims or objectives. Indeed, I can conceive of an ,

effective course of study made up wholly of objectives."
This would certainly mean a new conception of curriculum build-

D. ing, for with such a course of study eaeh detail of work to be mas-

tered would have to be presented as an objective:

.

.
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The statement does, however, imply a close relationship between
Objectives and subject matter, which we have failed to recognize
the past The usual procedure tuts been to make up an impressive

list (;f high-sounding terms as objectives and then to select subject
matter without any serious thought of its relation to these objectives.
Our objectives should really grow °out of the developmental possi-
bilities and needs of the boy, and our subject matter should be chosen
primarily to meet these needs. We should study our proposed ob-
jectives for their relative values, and within our larger blocks.of\
subject matter we should carefully select and apportion material in

iclì a way that we may feel assurance that our aims will be attained
in proportion to their relat ive values:

What is meant is that high-sounding objectives meaTT very little
unless there are specific subject matter and methods for developing
these objectives.

Distinctive general statements of objectives in the manual arts are
difficult or impossible, for without qualification or explanation they
are merely statements of objectives common to all educational work.

As an illustration the following general objectives seem to cover
the field of manual arts in public education:

1. To contribute to general intelligence and education.
2. To provide the basis for educational and vocational guidance

and training.
As objectives these statements are merely generalizations appli-

cable to the entire field of public education. But as such they are not
sufficiently definite for expression in our work. If objectives are to
have significance, they must_ go further than mere generalizations.
They must be specific statements of what should be accomplished
by specific subject matter. They must be studied for relative vaTues
and to determine what subject matter and methods will accomplish
desired objectives. Furthermore, at this stage of school life and de-
velopment, objectives should be expressed in terms of boy attributes
and boy accomplishment ibather than in terms of material accom-
plisturient or industrial units to be mastered. Each subject. is capable
of analysis into definite objectives, and these should be clearly before
the teacher as a guiding influence, as definite aims to be accomplished
in his work through choice of material and adaptation of method.
Different subjects may have commonlobjectives, but each will have
objectives not found in other subjects.

In formulating objoctives for the different manual arts subjects,
distinctive and tangible statements can be made. This is illustrated
in the following statement of qjectives for elementary mechanical
drawing.

.
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Two objectives of elementary mechanical drawing seem funda-
mental:

1. Ability to express simple mechanical ideas clearly in drawing,
using accepted methods and conventions.

2. Ability to interpret the ideas of others as expressed in drawing.

These might be designated as concrete or tangible results of the
work, successful attainment of which should establish a series of less
tangible but equally important Objectives and results:

1. Mastery of an tidded means of expression through the acquired
ability to use the universal language Of drawing.

2. Increase in power of correct and accurate expression.
3 Increase in power of visualizatiori.
4. Development of accurate and precise thought habits.
5. Development of the reative instinct.
6. Development of appreciation through ability to intelligently

interpret mechanical phases of environment.
7. Broadening the educational and social vision through a better

understanding of industry.
8. Aid to other school activities.

a

9. Preparation for more advanced technical work.
10. Broadening the field of vocational choice.
Here we have a more specific statement of objectives from which

to organize this definite unit of manual arts subject matter.
The most important work of the teacher in the administration of

a. course of study in the manual arts is a just, evaluation óf objec-
tives, expressed in terms of analysis of principles 'involved, a wise

choice of subject matter to cover these principles, and skillfil teach-
ing. It means focusing attention upon the development of elements
of character rather than upon the drawing of a base block or a'

pulley, or the making of a table or a water pail; these are merely
means to an important end.

This means that the teacher must select his subject matter and
deVelop his methods with a definite assurance that his work is so

balanced as to give a justly proportioned emphasis to all cif the
elements set up in his statement of objectives.

METHODS IN MANUAL ARTS.

Swific methods are suggested in connection with detailed courses
of study later in the report. General statements applicable to all
courses are here considered.

Broadly speaking, there 4re two metháds of accomplishment in
the manual tarts :

First, the individual craftsman method of production.
-% Second, the methQd of quantity production.*.
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THE INDIVIDUAL CRAFTSMAN METHOD OF PRODUCTION.
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The individual method has been accepted since the beginning of
manual training work; and its processgis generally understood. It
implies systematically organized courses of work, based upon fun-
damental principles, sequentially arranged, and tipplied in projects
made by individual pupils. By this method a knowledge and mastery
of tools and fundamental processes is acquired, and if the courses
are well devised, opportunity is provided for originality and Initia-
t ive and for the development of appreciation and the creative im-
'Pulse through selection and design. This method also foAers a just

epride in individual achievement. The individual method will con-
tinuo to be fundamental. It is basic, and the successful conduct of
the manual arts work depends upon` it.

THE METHOD OF QUANTITY PRODUCTION.

Quantity production has no place in the manual arts on the basis
of material product alone. The educational value of the work is
the first consideration.

There can be no doubt about the educational value of properly
conducted production work. A. large a;lount of information about
industry and the industrial world can be given which is hardly
possible under the craftsman method of teaching. Much of educa-
timid value comes through the discipline of organization and co-
operation, and there are many opportunities for the development
of natural aptitudes and abilitieg along the line of planning and
leadership. Through a simulation of the methods of industry there
may be presented a large amount of knowledge which has a direct
informational and social value and which .may be made a means
of educatio*1 and vocational guidance.

As supplementing the craftsman method, any project in a well-
organized course may be worked out on the quantity production
plan. As a course in itself, there must be a rather definite outline of
work bask' .upon a, more or less definite sequence of principles in-
volved in selected projects, which may serve at) standard products.
For standard projects or products, 'substitutions may be made as
needs require, pnivided they meet educational requirements.

The projects given under production methods, as in other manual
arts work, should have educational value and be adapted to the
average ability of the pupils and to the shop equipment. They
should appeal to the interests of the pupils through the school, the
home, or the community. The projects should be.carefully analyzed
to determine the Aearest simulagon of industry that can be adopted
in the execution of the wórk. Some work 'upon the quantity pro.

I

,
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duction basis shguld be given in all grades of the junior\pgh
school.

Briefly stated, the following fundamentals should be recognized in 4(

the development. of quantity production projects:
1. -First and foremost, the projects should have educational value

and be adapted to the average ability of the pupils and to the
shop equipment.

2. projects should be selected that appeal to the interests of the
through the schools, the home or the community.

3. Problews that are to be worked out' on a quantity production.
basis should be subjected to a painstaking analysis to de-

termine the commercial, economical and practical means of

performing the work.
4. Machinery, jigs, fixtures, etc., should he used when possible and

practicable.
5. The work should be carefully crganized, as far as pwsible by

the pupils, under the supervision of the instructor.
6. The organization should be such that each pupil shall pallier-

pate in all operations.
,

7. Repetition beyond the point. of mental activity and interest

should be as.strided.

8. Shop forms, such as shop orders, t ime cards, production control
sheets, and other approved industrial devices, should be used

as far as practicable.
9. The use of blue prints, drawings, specifications, and instruction

or job sheets should be an important feature of production
work.

10. In the use of machinery emphasis should be given to safety

methods.
The difficulties of handling* quantity production work in the

schools are due mainly to two things:
1. Failure to recognize differences in conditions of work and aims

in the factory and the schools.
2. Lack of effective organization in the school shop.

Comparing conditions in industry and the school we find in in-
dustry-Iargely skilled adult workers, modern Tecialized equipment,
an eight-hour day, one learner to perhaps 20 skilled workers, steady

work of the individual on one kind of work, the work of primary

importance in the life of the worker, the aim a material prqduct;

in school unskilled children, very limited e'quipment, at most one
and one-half hours work each day, 20 or more boys to one teacher,

constant shifting of workers so all may partioipate in all operations,

the work 'but one of many equtilly important interests, the aim a

boy product. Under spch conditions there can be only a simulation

C.

'pupils
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of the methods and results of industry in the school& For this rea-
son the teacher should make a definite effort to explain to the pupil
the actual working cbnditions prevailing in industry. Where possi-
ble the classroom work should be supplemented by visits to indus-
trial plants.

Successful quantity production work depends upon systelhatic
- organization; upon a more or less definite sequence of principles, a

carefully selected °sequence of projects involving theN principles,
and careful.class organization.

As aid§ to organization, a series qf shot') forms is herewith sub-
mitted. _ A production control chart is' also suggested. This chart
is to IN reproduced° as a wall chart about 3 feet high. Large
figures placed in 'the spaces indicate the number of pieces assigned
under each operation. Small figures above the larger figures may
be uked to indicate, the order in which the pupils follow the assign-
ment. Ptipils check assignments as finished. A glance at the chart
at any moment shows approximately .how many of each operation
have been completed and how many pupils have participated in each
operatio,n.

Since tIke methods of quantity production ate not well defined or
understood in their relation to manual artsPthey have been con-

.cildered somwhat in detail.
The four shop forms as here printed are much reduced in height.

The originals are printed on paper 6 inches wide by 9 inches high,
with added space or ruling.

WEST JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SHOP ORDER
Order No.

Ordered ______ _

Date

Specification:

Chebked by

.

Wanted

Dept. of_____*_________ am MP _

Deliver to_ _ __ _ _ _ _ .. ME% MED . =, OW

Promised

[The original blank bad a &Inch space here.]

Make out In duplicate,
copy to go to Shop.

ieveland
Public Schools

Form I-1

Rec'd in Shop _ ___ alb 1., IMO

.

tm

by

- mr:

t. ma.. --

- rr fott - Mt Mmit t AM1 4 .

:4k14

a

14.
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Order No.

Date_

Wanted

41. MID

Pc's
'Thick
I nests
I

i

Make out in duplicate
Copy to go to shop

WEST JIWOR HIGH SCHOOL

JOB TICKET
..

MD a 4110

Width' Length

Lot No Dept of

Jot)

Promised

M aterial

[ The original blank had a 6-inch space here.)

Cleveland
Public Schools

Rec'd in Shop

WEST JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

TIME CARD
Dept. of

Group No
7-

Ch'k Remarks
3

Workman

Pate Order
No. Nt). OPERATION

[ The orizinal blank had a 5-inch space here.]

Cleveland
Public Schools

Form 14

litmus Cost Oracle

_

s

40 MD ME.

_ _ 01.1 MM. ........ 11.

__

.---

. ,-

Lot

wil fi ....... .

sr

.

I

.1
I

....M.
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WEST JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SUMMARY SHEET
Order No
Ordered hy

Specification:

Materials

Dept of
Completed _

Operations Time

Indirect Caq 1)(1 cent

Total Cost

Profit [WI" cent

Selling Price

Discount

Ntit Price

Cleveland
Pub !iv SHIepols

Form 1-4

23

_ _ Delivered_ ___

.

-1
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DETAILS INCIDENT TO METHOD.

Incident to the development of these general methods are many
devices essential to succia3fu1 teaching of tlie manual arts. Most
important are those that multiply contacts between teacher and
pupils, for from these personal relationships come fundamental...
values of the manual arts work. Demonstratiöns by the teacher and
pupil, brief talks, conferences and discussions upon the work and
related subjetts, assignment of problems for investigation and
report, individual help and advice, the use of references, drawings,
specifications, instruction or job sheets, collection and use of illus-
trated material, and utilization of special interests of the pupil are
all devices leading to`this personal relationship. Emphasis upon
one of these devices to the exclusion of others uses it as a prop rather
than as a lever. The experienced teacher of manual arts is inclined
to view with concern the tendency to single-track methods.

Particular importance should be attached to correct practice based
upon the standards of the industry which serves as the basis for
the work. Fornwrly variations from accepted practice were justified
on the ground that the practice of the craftsman was not always the
best practice for educational work. To-day the tendency is to

measure accomplishment in terms of industrial and commercial
practice and standards. The right way is usually the best way, and
conversely the best way is the right way.

Skillful workmanship is given much less. einphasis than its educa-
tional value demands. The best that the pupil is capable of doing
is the least that should be expected of him. This is a fundamental
principle of teaching in all other work and of life in general. The
normal boy takes pride in the results of skillful workmanship, and
every possible device should be used to help him to know and strive
for a high standard. It is easier to cultivate good habits than to
overcome bad habits. Skillful workmanship is usually the expres-
sion of intelligent. thought, and both are valuable assets in the affairs
of life. Certainly both are a valuable foundation for later in-
dustrial training. Too often arguments against a demand of skilkful
expression in manual arts are manifestly an alibi for poor work.

The value of the use of textbooks in manual arts is seriously
questioned. It is one of the good fortunes of the work that it has
not been subjected to the narrowing and limiting influences of pre-
determined methods and subject matter. The nature of the work
precludes texts as insufficient in scope to meet the demands of vary-
ing conditions. The outlines of teachers and pupils, with such notes
as may be given, should be so organized as to constitute the texts
for the various sutjecta. On the other .hand, there should be the
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widest possible range of reference books and material to which the
teachers and pupils alike may turn for info ation and help.

Another point of importance pertaining to methods in the manual
arts is correlation of this work with other school subjects. This is
perhaps one of the most difficult problems of relationskip between
the regular and special work and the regular and special teachers
of the school. The difficulty is not so much in finding material and
contacts for correlation between the manual arts and other school
activities as in finding the organization and securing the cooperation
that will gel, across. It has been tried without significant success.
The traditional methods of decades are against it. Practical life
experiences and relationships as illustrations are impossible to the
average teacher. Their significance and value must be demonstrated
primarily by the manual, ails teacher in the manual arts room. The
problem is worthy of intelligent investigation aid study.

BASIS FOR DETERMINING SUBJECT MATTER.

The organization of subject matter in the manual arts for the
junior high school means the selection and adaptation of existing
activities in industry to the educational needs tf children of the
seventh, eighth, and ninth school years. The process must be one
of selection ind adaptation upon the basis of an understanding of
the physical being, mental attitudes, and capabilities of children of
these grades.

The traditional method has been .that of selecting typical trades
or trade units, analyzing these into fundamental processes, and de-
visin methods of presenting to classes. This method is a tradition
inherited from the early days of manual training, strengthened by
the wave of vocational education which later submerged the manual
training work and which is still the prevailing influence. Willie it
is probably the best procedure in the selection of subject matter for
special .and trade instruction, it fails to meet the requirements of
manual arts in the junior.high school. It prescribes the work apd
prohibits significant accomplishment in more than a very few of the
indusfrial activities adapted to juriior high school work.

A broader conception of manual arts work is presented in ?'filibt
might be termed related activities inçluded within certain of the
larger units of industry. A study of industrial occupations reveals
the fact that alm'ost all Are included in or closely related to the
activities that have to do in some form with wood, metal, and, the
materials.pf thé typograPhic arts. It would stem logical, therefore,
that activities adapted to manual artt 4:E' 'junior high school, with
the major objective of 4beral eduCation, should find their best ex-
pression through related work in the. three fundamental occupational
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fields of woodworking, metal working, and printing. Within these
fields, including drawing, will be found latitude for the broadest

possible interpretation or expression of the manual art6. This basis

of organization is further justified on grounds of economy in space

and equipment.

MEASURING ATTAINMENT IN MANUAL ARTS.

There is at present a general interest in establishing measurable

standards of attainment in manual arts. The interest centers largely

in attempts to determine what pupils should know and be able to do

as a result of shop experiences: The commonly accepted statements
of things to be accomplished and knowledge to be acquired manifestly
mark them as incidents to well-organized courses in manual arts
work. Their siknificance lies in the fact of leading us to clearly

state our objectives of accomplishment in manipulative processes and

information, to fix upon the methods and processes necessary to reach

our objectives, and to provide the means för measuring attainment.
It is not essential that the information or processes he classified

with reference to industries. Me facts of importance are that we

determine what the pupils need to know, that our courses be plauned

to give information and skill with a definite purpose, and that they
provide for a definite measure of attainment.

A point to be emphasized is that the type of work suggested does

not furnish subject matter for a particular time or place in manual
arts work. It should be incidental to all courses throughout the
years of the junior high school.

Suggested subject matter takes largely the form oi manipulations,
repair work, and study of materials. The following statements,
taken at random, are typical. Extended lists are given later in con-

nection with an outline of work in simple mechanics. Not all of the
topics listed will be considered important. Others may be added.

Saws:
Know kindg. Know use of each.
Saw a board to measure.
Saw a round hole with a compass saw.

Nails and screws:
Kinds commonly used. How designate sizes.
Drive and draw hails. Drive screws.

Sharpening:
How. to sharpen n knife, plane, auger bit, chisel, shears, lawn mower,

etc. k

Kind of cutting edge required for each
Soldering:

Tin h soldering iron.
Solder holes In a piece of tin plate.
Solder joints in pieces of tin plate&

_ Bolder household utsaidle.
Solder a connection.

L. _A -at ---
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Faucets:
Reseat faucets.
Replace worn washers (hot and cold water).
Rewasher automatic faucet, compression bath .cock, fuller hall faucet,

ball cock In closet tank. aMeters:
How to read gas, water, electric.
How to figure costs.

Windows:
rut glass to size

41114f-Replace broken lights (putty or wood strips).
Renew weight cords or chains.
Repair or put up window shades, rollers. brackets. curtain rods.
Turn shades (how fastened).
Make a screen to tit a window.

IZinds of finish.
How to apply paints and simple finishes.
How to clean and refinish floors.
When and how to use paint, stain, shellac, varnish, filler.
Mix and use whitewash.
Apply kalsOmine.
How to remove varnish, shellac. paint, etc.
Care of painting tools.
Rebronzepipes or radiators.
Apply enamel (wood and metal).
Repair holes in plaster.

Metals:
Kinds commonly ugedsheet iron, cast irou, wrought iron, steel, tin,

brass, copper, aluminum.
When each kind is used.
Cut iron with cold chisel. .

Hack saw and file a piece of iron stock to gize.
Drill in iron.
Tap a small thread in piece of iron.
Make a rectangular hole in a piece of iron.
Make a knife blade.
Make a bracket (metal) for Rhelf.

Cement :

Different mixtures of cement, sand, and gravel.
When each is used.
Mix cement.

Electrical work:
Make dry and wet cell, use of each.

1Kinds of splices, when each is used.
Solder a connection.
Connect one push button, one bell, and one battery.
Connect one push button, two bells, and one battery.
Connect tw.o push buttons, one hell, one buzzer, and one battery.
Adjust breaker points in a bell or buzzer.
Wire one switch to operate one lamp.
Wire two three-way switches to operate one lamp.
Install a transformer.
Wire a lamp socket,

41111...
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Electrical workContinued
Wire different attachment plugs.
Wire a small lamp.
Make a beating element.
Locate and refill a burned-out fuse.
Learn principal rules for electric wiring.
Types of insulations.
Connect an extension cord.
Trace door-bell trouble.
Repair an electric iron, toaster, heater, curling iron, etc.

Drawing:
Make simple sketches.
Make simple working drawings.
Read simple working drawings.

COURSES OF STUDY IN MANUAL ARTS.

The selection and organization of courses of study in the manual

arts is premised upon previously determined objectives, methods,

and subject matter, within the limitations fixed by maturity and
develoPment of pupils and conditions under which the courses must

be administered.

FACTORS LIMITING SELECTION AND ORGANIZATION.

The selection of subject matter in the manual arts is limited by

the accepted meaning of the term to the field of industrial activities.

In outlining the following courses the necessity for a more or less

orderly analysis of principles and arrangement of subject matter as
background for differentiation and adjustment to varying conditions
is assumed. It seems obvious, from the principles before estab-

lished, that courses should have a practical content to be presented
in compliance with the standards and practices of industry.

In general the courses here outlined are organized upon the

group plan, the various groups presenting limited fundamental

principles which may find practically t\nlimited application in a

great variety of projects. With this plan, vertical development may

be compassed within a minimum of time, with opportunity for

horizontal development where added time is required or elected.

The projects or problems named in the groups are intended to be

suggestive. Any work may be substituted that meets the fixed
requirements of the group.

Provision should be made in every course for extension of the

household mechanics idea in its application to repair and construc-
tion work for the school or home, and for cooperative effort in the

working out of school projects, within the limitations of time and the

ability of the pupil. .

Thè aim is definite organization of courses so broad and elastic

as to meet the requirements of widely varying conditions.

Al
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MECHANICAL DRAWING.

General statement.Mechanical drawing is an important element
of the universal language of drawing. A knowledge of its funda-
mental principles, -with ability to apply them in interpreting
thought, should constitute a part of the educational equipment of
every adult. It is important as a unifying influence in the manual
arts work of the junior high school, as well as an aid to other school
activities. It has a thought and subject matter content of value in
itself, which can be made of greater service to the pupil and to the
school if taught as a related subject in a drawing room, rather than
as an incident hi a variety of shoA.

An attempt to formulate an elementary course in mechanical
drawing meets with difficulties inherent in the development of the
subject itself. The underlying principles are derived from de-
scriptive geometry, a highly abstruse mathematical subject particu-
larly emphasized in technical schools of engineering. As a result,
practically all of the works upon mechanical drawing are dominated
by the traditions and teachings of these schools. So strong is this
influence that it is exceedingly difficult for the technically trained
engineer or teacher to approach the subject with methods sufficiently;
simple to meet the needs of immature pupils.

The problem, then, is one of determining the simple elements of
the subject and of presenting these in terms of the needs and capabil-
ities of children of the earlier junior high school grades.

OBJECTIVES.

Two objectives of elementary mechanical drawing seem funda-
mental:

1. Ability to express simple mechanical ideas clearly in drawing,
using accepted methods and conventions.

2. Ability to interpret the ideas of others as expressed in drawing.
These might be designated as concrete or tangible results of the

work, successful attainment of which should establish a series of
less tangible but equally

. *
important objectives and results:

1. Mastery of an added means of expression through the acquired
ability to use the universal language of drawing.

2. Increase in power of correct and accurate expression.
3. Increase in power of yisualization.
4. Development of accurate and precise thought habits.
5. Development of the creative instinct.
6. Development of appreciation through ability to intelligently

interpret mechanical phases of environment.
7. Development of habits of neatness, care, and accuracy.

91048°-
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8. Broadening the educational and social vision through a better
understanding of industry.

9. Aid to other school activities.
10. Preparation for more advanced technical work.
11. Broadening the field of vocational choice.

The most important work of the teacher in the administration of
this course of study is the just evaluation of these objectives, ex-

pressed in terms of analysis of principles involved, a wise choice of

subject matter to cover these principles, and skillful teaching. This

means focusing attention upon the development of the elements of
character rather than upon the drawing of the base block, or the

wheel, or the taboret these are merely means to an important ene

METHOD.

1. Geveral.--The primary aim o?the course in mechanical draw-

ing for seventh, eighth, and ninth grades is to develop in the pupil
the ability t9 represent objects in working drawings. The mere

making of drawings is in itself unimportant. The simple principles
"'should be mastered so that the pupil may make his own application

to the problem'which confronts him.
Organization and development of the course.--The course is

organized into "groups" presenting principles, under " purpoEe,

"suggestions for lesson outlines," and " plates."
The pro4ss of developing the course implies a sequence of difficul-

ties in subject matter and a sequence in presentation. The first is
suggested by the " groups" into which the course is divided the

second must be the work of the teacher in building up a series of
progressive steps in planning the individual and successive lessons.

Too much emphasis can not be placed upon the carefully planned

lesson.
The process of development should suggest, certain progressive

steps covering the course and leading to a mastery of simple working

drawings, such as:
(a) Discussion of the relation of working drawings to industry

and life experiences.
(b) First lesson or lessons more or less dictation, teacher working

at the blackboard and pupils following.
(e) Work from blackboard sketches made in discussion, the teacher

following the pupils.
(d) Pupils work from blackboard sketches without instruction

by the teacher.
. (e) Drawing from individu 1 sketches of models by the pupils

with suggestions fro the teacher. 1

. .
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(f) Drawing from sketches of simple models by pupils without
instruction.

(g) Work from specifications.
Representation in mechanical working drawing is based upop the

princigles of descriptive geometry, or orthographic projection.
These principles are fundamental, and their development should be
constantly in the mind of the teacher throughout the course.

The traditional method of developing these principles has been
through the Medium of abstract geometrical figures. The desired
end may be better Ocomplished through the use of concrete objects
represented in view and working dra wings. Avoid ail reference to
planes of projection, lines of intersection, etc. Designate the dif-
ferent views of the object as top view, front view, and end or side
view, because they are what we woula see if we looked at the object
from the top or the front or the side. Show, or lead the pupil to
discover, that. there are definite reasons for the placing of the dif-
ferent views, such as clearness of interpretation, facility in making
the drawing, convenience in placing dimensions, etc.

Free-hand drawing of a very simple character, both in working
and perspective sketches, should have an important place in the
course. Suggestions will be found in Perspective Sketching, from
Working Drawings, by Mathewson, and Mechanical Drawing in the
High School, by French.

Emphasis should be given to lettering. A later page is devoted
to this subject, giving standard letter copies.

It is understood that the coristructive work of the shop should be
the fundamental basis for work in mechanicill,drawing. Oop prob-
lems with which the pupil is immediately concerned, or with which
he is familiar, should furnish the drawing subject matter when pos-
sible. It is not essential that a shop drawing be limited to the prin-
ciple under consideration at any particular point in the outline.
Principles may appear in any drawing, which are assikned for more
careful consideration to a later place in the outline.

3. Devices.-- se models of the objects to be represented in the
drawings. hi the early stages of the work a large model in the
bands of the teaçher may best serve the purpose. Later, the pupils
should work from individual models.

Much illustrative material should be collected by the teacher in
the form of drawings, blue prints, and particularly objp)ts from
which the pupils may work, such as modeLs, tools, machine part's,
etc. Pupils should be encouraged to furnish such material.

Other devices for developing". self-expression will occur to the
teacher, such as the constant uit of blackboard sketches, working
from perspective and isometric drawings, etc.

.
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4. Technique.Particubfr attention should be given to the tech-

nique of drawingthe correct use and care of instruments, and
materials, methods of procedure, neatness, care and accuracy,

quality of workmanship, etc.
Inking.In practire ink work is confined very largely to trac-

ing. Por practical and informational Purposes the pencil drawing

meets most requirements. In general, ink work should not be intro-

duced until the work of the ninth grade is well under way. Occa

sionally exceptional boys in the early ninth grade. or even in the

eighth grade, may be allowed to ink their pencil drawings.

TIME SC11E1)11,1..

A minimum of one double period of 90 minutes each week is

recommendéd for required work in the TA, 8B, and 8A gradés, with
provision for election of one added double peviod of 90 minutes in

the 8B and SA grades, and the election of three double periods of 90

minutes in the 9B and 9A 'grades, ninth grade election in drawing

to be required if ninth grade .shopwork is elected.
The amount of work that can be covered in a given grade or

given period of time is, of course, problematic. With the same con-
ditions, the amount will differ slightly under the instruction of

different teachers. It is, therefore, essential to the organization of

the work in a system that definite limitations he fixed to the prin-

ciples that shall be covered in any one grade. It is recommended

that the work of the TA grade be limited to Groups I and 11; the

8B grade to Groups III and IV; the 81 grade to Groups V and VI;

the 9B grade to Groups VII to X inclusive, and the 9A grade to

succeeding groups.
Within these vertical limitations will be found in supplementary

work, or in shop or other correlated Nork, ample scope for horizon-

tal development both for required and elective work. Under this

arrangement classes that have for any -reason missed the work of an

earlier grade may, withiN a limited time, cover the principles of

earlier work as well as those of the present grade.

LETTERING.

1. General.No part of a drawing is more important than the

lettering, and every effort should ix; made to develoP, on the part of

the pupil, skill and appreciation of good practice in lettering.

2. Method.All lettering should be strictly free-hand. In general,.

skill should be kquired through the lettering of titles and records*

on the various drawings. It may be advisable to have addional
practice in dealing with the principles, underlying the construe-

tion'of letters. Such instruction should be given in the form of

5.
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small practice sheets, accompanied by blackboard illustration and
the use of letter copies. Lettering plates as such should be avoided.
Use horizontal guide lines and in earlier practice, at least, vertical or
inclined direction lims.

3. Style of leNcmThe standard alphabets to be used in lettering
should be the gothic capitals and Reinhardt lower-caseletters, verti-
cal CY. inclined 30° to the vertical. Standard height for the large
caps And figures should be 11 inch and fQL.srnall caps and lower-case
letters it, inch. In the seventlf and eighth grades the gothic caps
should be used exclusively; in the ninth grade the ldwer-case letters
may be used for notes.

4. Re fe renees.The following references are suggtsted:
Essentials of Lettering, .)y1 I .4'rench and Meik Hob*,
Egi nee ri ng Drawing, by French, Chapter V.

1111(bi bitterN.-.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXY±

ABCDErGH/JKLAWN
OPQRSTUVWXKZ

chcorivkhAnnopqrstuvw<w
/2345678940d/14

PlcutLE I.Standard letters.

STANDARD SIZE OF DRAWINUS.

The standard size drawing should be 9 by 12 inches, with border
lines placed inch from the upper, lower, and right-hand (Ages, and
1 inch from the left-hand edge. When a larger drawing is needed
it should be 12 by 18 inches, with border lines placed I inch from
upper, lower, and right-hand edges, and 1-¡ inches from the left-
hand edge.

RECORD STRIP.

The record should be placed in the lower right-hand corner of the
drawing and should be as restricted in vertical space as possible.

t. ...#1111F
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A record strip 8. inch high and 1011 inches long is suggested, with
two lines of lettering. The lettering in the record strip should be
gothic capitals, vertical or inclined 30° to the vertical. 'See plate.,"

near,* Alico? &moot
LAND

.101

CUT T/NG BOARD
St.Az(Fuzz Sat

PARATA %ANN
IWARCN /2, /9/7

N4

PLAT( /5
7.4 2/

Flamm 2. Standard drawing.

OUTLI N E.

In the following outline "suggestions for lesson outlines ". are
omitted.
Group I.

Purpose: Simple two-view drawings of objects in horizontal and vertical
lines with all edges visible.

Plates':
Plate I-a. Base block, 1 by 3 by 6 inches, or the sandpaper block,

1 by 24 by 4 Inches.
Plate I-h.--Clamp or rabbeted block, 1 by 3 by 4 inches, rabbet

by I inch.
Additional plates.Added plates should be of selected problems in-

volving the principles of this group, at the option of the teacher,
governed by the time allotted to reqtiired or elective work.

Group //.
Purpose: Drawings involving invisible edges in two or three views.
Plates:

Plate block.
Plate TI-h.--Clulde block or single hollow tiler
Plate II-e.--Box.
Additional plates.Added plates should be of selected problems and

appropriate shop drawings involving the principles of this group,
afr the option of the teacher, governed by the time allotted to re-
quired or elective work.

lee

e.
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II-a. Hollow
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Group /U.
Purpose: Simple iew 1111 working drawings involving inclined lines.
Plates:

Plate ShelfIII-a. bracket.
Plate 1II-b.Angle block.
Plate III-c.Matchbox holder or paper weight.
Plate III-d.Garden marker.
Additional plates.-.7-Added plates should be of selected problems and

appropriate shop drawings involving the principles of this group,
at the option of the teacher, governed by the time allotted to re-
quired or elective work.

85

Group /V.
Purpose: Simple view and working drawings involving circles.
Plates:

Plate 1V-a. Solid and hollow cylinders.
Plate IV-b.Tray or mallet head.
Plate INT-c.--Ctrèular frame or wheel.
Plate 1V-41Cast-Iron washer or collar.
Additional plates.Added plates should be of selected problems and

appropriate shop drawings involving the principles of this group,
at the option of the teacher, governed by the time allotted to re-
quired or elective work.

Group V.
Purpose: Working drawings involving simple tangents.
Piptes:

Plate V-a.Chain link.
Plate V-b.--Slotted link, magnet, or ring.
Plate V-e.Bread board,
Plate V-d.--Sleeve board.
Additional platesAdded plates should IT of selected problems and

appropriate shop drawings involving the principles of this group, at
the option of the teacher, governed by the time allotted to required
or elective work.

Group V/.
Purpose: Shop problems involving the principles which have been thus far

.introduced.
Plates:

Plate VI-a.Broom holder.
Plate VI-b.--411rd house.
Plate VI-c.-4-Cookie cOtter.
Plate VI-d.---Cup.
Additional platee---AdditIonal plates should be selected from appro-

priate shop or other problems, at the optiqn of the teacher, governed
by the time allotted to required or elective work.

NINTH GRADE DRAWING.

Assuming the beginning of ninth grade drawing at this point,
the election of this subject is more or less indicative.of a Illture vOCA-
tional choice. Its aim is therefore partly prevocational, preceding.
preparation for trades or a' higher technical education. For this.rea-
son it seems necessary to deal more fulky with thé technicjue and

-
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conventi9ns of mechanical drawing, and with the 'reasons for their
use, than would be required for a purely educational pi-esentation of

\:..the subject.
Emphasis should be given to method in letter construction, to per-

spective sketching for the purpose of giving added means of ex-

pression and help in interpretation, and to orthographk free-hand
sketching as preliminary to each mechanical drawing.

The theory of projections should be given some consideration as

explaining the principles upon which working drawings are based.

A limited number of geometrical construction problems which
have concrete application in drawing, cabinet, pattern, and machine
work should be introduced.

Working drawings of greater difficulty, in detail and assembly,
should be emphasized, teaching more fully accepted cpnventions for

working drawings.
dittGroup VII.

Purpose: Study of file principles of projections as related to wgrking
drawing.

Plates:
Plate VII--a.--Problem 1: Square prism. 1.4 by 1¡ by 2¡ inches, long

edges perpendicular to H. two long faces parallel to V.

Problem 2:Thrip prism on lower right e parallel to V, through
300. Draw projection&

Problep 3: Draw side view of proble
Plate VII-b.Draw square pyramid 11 by 1¡ by 2¡ inches perpen-

dicular height as in Plate VII-a.
Plate VII-c.Detall of mirror frame. Working drawing in three

projection&
Plate VII-d.Stretcher detail. Optional.
Plate VII-e.Box. Draw from specifications.

Specifications: 3 Inches high, 4 inches wide. 10 inches long, outside

dimension. End boards set inch from ends of side hoards.
Partition in center. Partition and ends housed 1 inch into

side boards. 'Bottom extends all over box; t-inch material used.
Scale, one-half size.

Group I'M.
Purpose: Working drawing in detail and assembly.
Plates:

Plate VIII-4.Footstool. Draw in tissembly. Choice of three types.
Nate VIII-h.---Taboret, umbrella stand, piano bench,telephone stand,

I. table, etc.
Phlte VW-co.Detailed drawings of Piste
Plate V I 'ompound rest.
Plate VIII.e.Planer V block.

Group Lt.
Purpose: Applied geometrical construetion problems.
Plates:

Plate IXa.--Geomptrleal problems. Selection of six from list.
Additional plates.Selected problAus.

4
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Group X.
Purpose: Technical skill and knowledge of drawing conventions.
Plates:

I Plates X-a-b-c. Machine details involving (bird&
Additional plates.Additional plates should be made from similar

problems, and appropriate projects in the various shops.
Succeeding groups.

For succeeding groups constituting the work of the 9A grade, two lines
of work are suggested:

L A continuation of detliled machine drawing, intluding &ireful
study of drafting room conventions, and anticipatini the pattern
work of a higher grade. Tracings, blue prints, etc., redrawing
from reduced drawings with emphasis upog the development

,of technique demanded in commercial draftily rooms, problems
involving-auxiliary views in oblique projections.

2. An elementary course in architectural drawing,
O

SIMPLE MECHANICS.

&mend statement.The term simple mechanics " is used in
designating the following course of work as rather more inclusive
than the commonly used terms "home mechanics" or " household
mechanics."

Investigation makes it apparent that while the general trend of
thought is along the line of this type of work, no very definite or
conclusive courses of study have thus far benrcleveloped. A C011e-
plete and significant course of study in simple mechanics for the
junior high school will require much more careful thought and time
than has hitherto been given. The course here outlined is in the ex-
perimental or "'try-out " stage.

The period covered by the 7B grade is Aat of transition from
childhood toward youth. It is a -period of unrest, of protest against
restraint, of changing ideals and purposes. Boy interest is in ex-
periences rather than in their influences upon life, in results .rather
than processes; and these interests center largely in the home and
play life of the boy. To the boy .knowledge is worth while largely
in proportion as it contributes to his imme4iate plans or needs, and
these are widely diversified and little conCerned with sequence or
method. To him emphasis is upon the objectivethd need or result,
rather than the processthe doing or making.

The following suggestive course of study in manual arts for 7B
grade boys is based upon certain considerations that seem funda-
mental:

1. The physical development and mental attitude of the b637 .at
this period of school life.

2: That actual experiences in living are more important at cilia
period of child lilikthan preparatign for later living.

"
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3. The interests of the boy and how the school and the home may
cooperate in utilizing these interests.

4. What particular knowledge is worth while to the boy, and why.
5. Should the course deal with a specific or a diversified subject

matter?
OBJ ECTI VES.

Based upon these general considerations it would seem that a

course of study in manual arts for the 7B grade should deal with
the broad general aspects of industrial activities rather than with
a specific industrial subject, and that thé objectives of such a

course should anticipate general rather than specific accomplishment.
rite following are suggested as objectives that the teacher should
anticipate in a well-planned and well-administered course in simple
mechanics:

1. To give a practical working knowledge of the fundamentals of

a number of industrial occupations.
2. To train the pupil to plan and execute necessary repairs and

necessary or desirable simple constructions.
3. To develop self-reliance, confidence, and initiative in emergency.
4. To develop habits of observation and appreciation and a just

pride in personal accomplishment.
5. To teach habits of thrift and a wholesome respect for the

furnishings and appliances of the home, the school, and the
community.

6. To give opportunity to try out simple processes in a variety
of simple industrial activities.

7. To give a practical knowledge of simple mechanical devices and
of materials of common use.

8. To teach the typical uses of common tools.
To train the pupil to work from verbal and written directions

and from drawings.
10. to give an insight into a Ariety of industrial occupaticulta,

which may discover interests, aptitudes, and skills which will

be suggestive in guidance.
The most important work of the teacher in the administration of

this course of study will be the just evaluation of these objectives,
expressed in terms of a wise choice of subject matter and in skillful
teaching. This means focusing attention upon the development of
elements of character rather than upon material results of the work.

M ETI OD.

The aim (*the course is to develop in the pupil interest, thought,
initiative, self-reliance in emerge10, and a certain amount of skill,

as well as to impart information concerning industry and mateiials.

o

9.
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Within the limits of time the 'teacher must select from the sugigested
outlines material that will best accomplish the initial purpose. Class
conference and discussion, the assignment of problems for iitvestiga-
tion, demonstration, individual instruction, the use of instruction
sheets, related material, and, where possible, visits to industrial
phints, are all means to the desired end. Typical teacher's lesson
Plans and instruction sheets accompany the outlines.

OUTLI NE OF WORK.

The outlines of work submitted are purely tentative and stiggestive.
Within the time limits it will not be possible to accomplish more
than a fraction of the work outlined. The work is new, and, for
the present, selection must be, left largely to the wisdom of the
teacher.

ORGANIZATION.

As usually organized, work in simple or home mechanics is given
in a single room, equipped for the varied activities of this type of
work. It would seem that a better organization could be developed
by dividing the work between two rooms and two teachers. In this
way pupils would have the advantage of more complete equipments,
utilizing with very small additions the regulai equipments of the
standard shops. Teachers would have fewer activities to direct and
supervise, and both roonm would be available for regular class work
in the subjects for which they were equipped.

In the following list of suggestive activities shop No. 1 and shop
No. 2 indicate, respectively, wood shop and general metal shop. The
aesirable organization will give continuous work in either the wood-
working shop or the metal working shop, classes rotating in the
middle of the semester. With an even number of classes this ar-
rangement is convenient. An odd number of classes causes compli-
cations in program making. To obviate these difficulties, elasies
may be assiped half time each week to the wood shop and half
time each week to the metal shop throughout the semester, or the odd
class may work to this program and the remaining classes to be bal-
anced against each other as suggested above.

SUGGESTED SHOP OUTLINES.

SH OP 1 WOODWORK..
Fundamental processes:

1. Working to dimensiow
a. Garden marker.
b. Cutting board, etc.

2. Assembling partsbox problem.
a. Salt box.
b. Knife and fork box.
o. Tool box, etc.

0
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Fundamental processes-47ontinueil.
3. Form work.

a. Knife handle.
b. Tro*el
r. Hammer handle, etc.

4. Fitting lock.
5. Fitting hinges.
6. Study of materials.
7. Related work.

4/16%elated repair and constructif In projects:
1. Doors.

a. Repairing Locksaljusting
b. Door knobs. books, checks.

C. Sagging doors.
2. Windows.

a. Replacing broken gla,N,putty, molding.

b. Adjusting weight conk.
C. Fitting window senbenK.

4. 'Window shades.
a.. Rollers and brackets.
b. Cutting and fitting rods and brackets.

Turning shades.'

a 4. Furniture repairs.
a. Chairs, tables. seats, hOils.

b. Seating clailrscomp(Nitiun. wf H cane.

(.. Simple upholstering repairs.
I. Refinishing and painting.

5. Painting and finishing.
a. Outside painting.
b. Inside painting.
c. Staining and finishing.

6. Toy repairs.
Repairs on various toys related to woodwork.

7. Individual construction.
a. Nail box.
b. Tool box.
C. Window box.
d. Screens.
e. Trellis work.
f. Bird tiouse.
g. Kite.
h. Sled.
i. Cart.
I. Scooter, etc. .

Fundamental processes:
1. Simple electromagnet.
2. Construction of wet and dry cells t demonstration by teacher).

8. Types of splices, connections, and Insulations.

a. Extension cord.
b. Attaching plug and socket.
c. Test.

SHOP I.-ELECTRICAL WORK.

'Boys may bring abodes and rollers from home for clue lesson.

q4b

1.0
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Fundamental processes Continued.
4. How to read an electric meter.
5. Wiring a lampone socket, two or more sockets.

Replccing of fuses.
7. Wiring door bells.

a. Batteries.
b. Transformers.

8. Related work.
Related repair and construction projects:

1. Repair of electrical appliances.
a. Iron.
b. Toaster.
c. Heater.
d. Curling iron, etc.

2. Principle of simple motor.
3.. Radio.

a. Repair.
b. Assembly. etc.
c. Making simple radio.

4. Semaphore.
5. Repair of electrical toys.

a. Tra
b. Signals.

METAL WORK.

Fundamental processes:
1. Measgring and cutting.

T Puzzle.
2. Soldering.

a. Small openings.
b. Sweating on patches.
c Seamssingle, double.

3. Folding, seaming. and forming.
a. Cookie cutter (from cover).
b. Sugar scoop (from baking powder can).

4. Drilling and riveting.
a. Knives (hack saw blades).
b. Trowel.
C. Pancake turner. etc.
d. Mall box.

5. Related work.
Related repair and construction projects:

1. Repairing of kitchen ware.
a. Pans.
b. Boiler&
C. Kettles, etc.

2. How to clean and polish kitchen utensils.
a. Materials.
b. Methods.

& Sharpening tools and kitchen utensila.
a. Grinding and whetting.
b. Kinds of edges required for various cutting tools.

6.

S. I I OP .
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Related repair and construction projetotsContInued.
4. Repairing metal toys.

a. Solderig.
b. Riveting, etc.
e. Replacing parts.

5. Metal constructions.
a. Wire holders.
b. Chopping tools.
C. Punches.
d. Foot scrapers, etc.

6. Art, metal work.
a. Paper knife.
b. Letter opener.
c. Watch fob.
d. Blot
c. Post d holder.
1. Book s.

7. 'tin toys.
a. Tor mme-luick.
b. Toy tank.
C. He Hoover, etc.

SHOP II.--14:NEK 11, itEPAiits.

1. Garden hose.
a. Putting on couplings.
b. Splicing and repairing.
e Care of hosehandling. draining, storing.

2. Wash wringers.
a. Carecleaning, oiling, adjusting.
.b. Replacing worn rollers.

3. Faucets.
a. Resenting.
b. Replacing worn washershot water, cold water.
e How to read a water meter.

4. Drains and traps.
a. Adjusting tank floats.
b. Replacing and adjusting bali floats.
C. Cleaning traps.
d. Replacing gaskets.
e. How to use suction plunger.

.5. Stoves and ranges.
a. Cleaning and adjusting burners, mixer tubes, and nozzles.
b. Adjusting burners, valves, and mixer tubes.
C. Cleaning grates, flues, uud pipes.
d. Adjusting dampers.
e. How to read a gas meter.

6. Lawn mower.
a. Adjustment and care.
b. Sharpening.
c. Repairing and replacing parts.

7. Bicycle.
a. Oiling, greasing, and general care.
b. Adjusting wheels, bearings, chain, seat, and handle bar.

i:ek.

01
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/ Related repair and construction projectsContinued.
8. Carts, baby buggies, etc.

a. Oiling. greasing. and care.
b. Adjust ing bearings.
. Repairing tops, running grim tires, etc.

9. Garden implements.
a. Care, cleaning, and handling.
b. Sharpening and repairing.

10. Automolgle details.
a. Oiling, filling, and turning up grease cups.
b. Tightening nuts ^and adjusting cotter pins.
C. (leaning and adjusting spark plugs.
d. Patching tubes and filling tire cuts.
C. Testing and replacing tube vartes.
f. Renewing hose connections.
g. Replacing and adjusting fan belt..
h. Cleaning and polishing.
i. Putting on a tire.
f. Repairing tire pump.

LESSON PLAN.

Garden marker.

Project : Garden marker.
Aims:

MajorTo acquaint the pupil with some simple, practical uses of wood.
To give the boy an idea of opportunities and requirements of the indus-
trial life.

MinorThe making of R garden marker. Familiarizing the student with
tools that are to he used through entire course.

Suggestive method :

1. Cie discussion of practical use of garden marker.
2. Thorough demonstration of making the garden marker from instruction

sheet.
Sumrimry of lemon: Questions on above demonstration.
Application: Class to make garden marker from instruction sheet.
Testing: Instructor to check up on technique and time consumed.

INSTRUCTION SHErr.

Garden marker.

Project: Garden marker.
Material required: White pine, 1 plece-4 by 14 by 13 inches.
Tools:

Pencil. Saw.
Rule. Jack plane.
Square. Bench hook.
Knife. Cutting board.

()perations:
1. Plane opi edge straight and square.
2. Mar idth from finished edge, measuring at two pointsuse back of

ki1te and rule.
3. Plane to width 11 inchesWafeh pour line.
4. Square one endbench hook.

a
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OperationsContinued.
5. Mark length, 12 inches, from squared Pnil square mark around stotk

will) sharp edge of knife.
6. Saw near line in° wastesquare to knife line.
7. Mark length of taper for point 4 inches from one a
8. Square pencil line around stock.
9. Mark surfaces A and B.

10. At taper end on A, mark center f width and measure II inch to right
and left..

11. Draw pencil lines from inch marks to ends (if squared
12. Repeat process on surface
13. Show your work to instructor.
14. Whittle taper to within * inch of lines.
15. Plane taper in bench hook.
16. Smooth surfacesplane as little as possible.
17. Corners at top optional.
18. Write your name and grade on your work.

LESSON PLAN.

( gut ting board.

line.

Project : Cutting board.
Alms:

Major.T( demonstrate fundamental principles of planing. Method of
procedure in squaring board to size, two dimensions. Purpose and
principles of sandpapering.

Slinor.The making of a cutting board. Familiarizing the student with
new tools.

Suggestive method:
1. Class discussion of piactical use of cuteing board, wood used, etc.
2. DemonstratiOn of method of procedure in squaring !loard to size, two

dimensions only.
3. Explain method followed in mill when squaring boards to size.

4. Explain operations, referring to instruction sheet.
Su ii ry of lesson: Questions on above demonstration.
Appli tion: Class to make cutting board.
Testing: Student to check up on technique by comparing with drawing. In-

structor to check on technique and time consumed.

INSTRUCTION sHKET.

lifting board.
41IP

Project : Cutting board.
Material required: White pine, 1 p:ece--1 by 4 by 14 inches (see drawing).

'New tools:
Compass. Bit.

Spokeshave. Sandpaper block.
Brace or handle. Sandpaper.

Operations:
1. Plane one edge straight and square.
2. Mark width from finished edge, measuring at two pointsAm hack of

knife and rule.
'3. Plane to width, 41 inches; watch your line.

4 .Measure 21 inches from one end and square pencil line around stuck.
5. Find centers of lines on both surfaces,

4-inch
B.

.

*
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OperationsContinued.
6. With compass and 21-inch raillus draw Semicircles. Be sure circles are

tangent to the edges.
7. Cut near to the linesaw and knife, or coping saw.
8. Spokeshave to line.
9. Show your work to instector. .

10. Measure length from the finished end. Square knife line around the stock
using sharp edge of knife.

I '4011. Saw in waste and plane in bench hook.
12. Bore inch at center of semicircle; bore from both sides.
13. Plane surfaces.
14. :tandpaperUse block.

(a) Ends and edges.
(b) SurfacesWith grain. ."°

15. Your name and grade.

LESHON N,.

Electromagnet.

4.

Project : Electromagnet.
Aims:

Major To 'demonstrate elementary principles of magnetism as the basis
for the study of electricity.

MinorThe making of a simple electromagnet. Familiarizing the student
with tools that are to be used through entire course.

Suggestive method:
1. Class discussion of practical use of magnet.
2. Demonstration of principles by teacher, assisted by students.

(a) Explanation of the magnetic field. Two boys from the class `go
perform an experiment with a bar maret, the rest of the clas.
looking On. Place a sheet of paper over the magnet and drop iron
filings upon it, the class noticing what happens. Observe how the
filings take a definite position around the magnet.

3. Practical demonstration of making magnet from instruction sheet.
Summary of lesson: Questions on above demonstration.
Application: Class to make bar magnet from instruction sheet.
Test ing:

Student to test his magnet by method previously demonstrated.
Teacher to check up on technique and time consumed.

I N STRUCTION SHEET.

Elect ripmagnet.

d

Material required: 10 pieces of No. 14 iron wire, 4 inches long. Fiber, 2 pieces,
I inch thick, 1 inch square. 50 feet, No. 22 cotton covered wire. 2 batteries.

Tools used:
Scale.
rutting pliers.
Hollow punch, Finch.
Hammer.
Wing dividers.
Drill press.

91048°-24--4
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Operations:
1. Cut 10 pieees of No. 14 iron wire 4 inches long.
2. Binh together with paper to make a tight handle.
3. Cut out two fiber washers.
4. Center fiber pieces tind punch illo-inch holes in end) washer.
5. Drill two 110-inch holes in each washer as per drawing.
6. Assemble washers to iron core.
7. Pass end of magnet wire through hole in washer, leaving 12 inches to

attach to battery.
8. Wind on five layers and pass the other end through second hole in

washer.
9. Attach to battery and pick up some iron brads.

LESSON PI N.

Electric batteries.

Project : Construction +if ixtit and dry cells (electric batteries).
Aims:

MajorThe demonstration of the source of electrical energy.
MinorThe making of a simple wet cell, and discussion of dry cells,. cov-

ering the use of zinc, copper, carbon, and acidulated solutions, cir-
cuits, etc..

Suggestive method:
1. Class discussion of the use of wet and dry cells.
2. Demonstration of principles by teacher, assisted by pupils.

(a) Polarity test. Two boys from the class assist the teache.r in

the demonstration. Fill a glass tumbler containing a spoonful
of salt with water. Connect two wires to a dry Cell, place
free ends of wires into salt water. Bubbles will be noticed
forming around one wire only, and this indicates the negative
pole. 'By tracing the wires it will be noticedthat the negative
is the zinc part of cell.

(b) Provide an old dry cell and with a hacktiaw remove a portion of
the zinc near the upper,end, exposing zinc cup, blotting-paper
lining, filling paste, carbon pole, and sealing wax.

3. Practical demonstratihn of making a wet mil from instruction sheet
Summary of lesson: Questions on above demonstration.
Application: Class to make wet cell from instruction sheet.
Testing:

Student to test his cell by polarity test and by connecting to small lamp,
buzzer, or meter.

Teacher to observe results and time required.

I N STRUCTION HHEPT.

Electric batteries,
Material required:

Pint fruit jar.
Wood-3 by 1} by 31 inches.
Zineany Imitable thickneks or width about 5 Inches long: copper or carbon

may be used.
2 small Wood screws.
2 connecting screws and nuts.
Electrolyte or solution salt, sulphuric acid or salammoultic..

,
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tools used.
Knife. Screw driver'.
s52-inch drill.
Hand drill.

Operations:
1. Make wooden .gpac4Ar by 1/I by 3¡ inches, soft wood.
2. Cut zinc element and drill two A-inch holes. See drawing for dimensions.
3. Cut copper or carbon element and drill.
4. Attach elements to wood spacer with wood screws.
5. Wash jar thoroughly.
6. Mix electrolyte solutionone required, given in order of preference.

(a) Sa !ammoniac 2 ounces, water 1 pint.'
(b) Sulphuric acid, 10 per cent solution.'
(r) Salt 4 ounces, water 1 pint.

7. Place assembled elements in jar of solution.
S. Testpidarity, lamp. buzzer, meter.

WOODWORK.

General .1/4tilicA'nt.Educationally, woodwork ranks first among
the manual arts subjects. It was the first of the industrial occupa-
t ions to be subjected to educational analysis and teaching methods,
and it has served as the basis for the development of shop activities
ill all of the manual arts subjects. It has a more goneral appeal
and a wider range of contacts than other occupational work in the
schools.

The application of woodwork is more universal than that of other
industries. Few households are without tools, of some sort, and
there are comparatively few adults but make some shift to use them.
The woodworking courses of the scbool should definitely tiim to give
a practical acquaintance with the principal woodworking tools
which will function in the later life of the pupil.

As a manual arts subject, woodwork provides unlimited op-
portunity for mechanical skill, combined with artistic expression.
To same it will have a strong appeal as a diverting avocation. Some
know1edg4 of the use of woodworking tools should constitute a part
of the educational equipment of every adult.

The preliminary woodwork given earlier in the course in simple
mechanics is intended to be simple in character and of application
to more or less immediate needs. The purpose of the woodwork-
ing courses is to give a general survey of the field of woodworking
activities through training in the systematic ust of tools and ma-
terials and through related subjects and information about the
woodworkind industries.

'The sal ammoniac or gall solution,' are harmleim, but carp must ho exercised in handlinghulphuric acid; it will discolor hands, eat holes in clothing, and moil bench tops ifallowed to spill.

.
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c.:

OIiJ ECTI VES.

1. Aid, through concrete relationships, in giving meaning and
purpose to othr school subjects. -

2. Develop the social spirit through cooperative relationship with
other departments in the school.

3. Add to the pupil's educational and social development through
acquaintance with industrial ac.tivities.

4. Pevelop personal traits of patience, perseverance, industr.,., re-
.

sponsibility, and integrity.
p. Develop habits of accuracy, thoroughn and neatness,
6. Encourage a just pride in personal Itch' ¡lent.
7. Provide Opportunity for development of the creative instinct

and originality and initiative in selection, design, and execu-

bon.
8. Give application to some of the fmulamental principles of

design. 1

9. Develop appreciation of good workmanship and good' taste in
home furnishings.

10. Contribute to the economy of the home.
11. Give a knowledge of the practi4 use of woodworking tools.
12. Render service in the school, home, and community.
13. Enlarge the field of vRational choice.
These statements of objectives are significant only when the teacher

44,
recognizes them as such and definitely plans to attain them in propor-
tion to their relative values through methods, subject matter skillful
teaching, and personal relationship with the pupil.

M ETU ODS

In gentral, the Purposes of the woodworking courses are morit

easily and effectively accomplished through the indivi ual méthod of
work and instruction, and the subject matter in the su gested courses
is largely chosen to this end. This is particularly true of the more

elementary work. Any of the suggested projects may be worked out
on the quantity production basis,"and some of them, or substitutes
for them, should be developed upon this plan. Certain types of work
or constructions for specific ptriFises readily lend themselves to the
group mOthod of production. Projects in, construction of articles for
equipment and furnishing of thp school may be given to the small
group of pupils as problems to be worked out. Certain projects in
concrete work are also well adapted to this method of production.
Leadership will always develop in a group of four or five pupils,
and with slight direction by the teacher a problem will be organized
and carried fprward by, the group.

,
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Ample 'opportunity should be provided for development of initia-
tive and originality in desjgn and execution, within the limits of ac-
cepted principles and good taste. All possible devices should be used
in making personal .contacts between pupils and teacher. Types of
instruction or job sheets and teachers' lesson plans are given in
connection with the work hi simple mechanics. Similar sheets are
submitted in connection with the advanced woodwork. Talks and
conferences on related subjects and ,material should be employed. A
suggestive list of topics is. appended.

The courses here Outlined assume an acqbaintance with the simple
woodworking tools, as a result of work in simple mechanics. In proj-
ects in that course pupils are required to work material to two
dimensions only. " Operations " and " tools " are omitted in the
following analysis.

OUTLINE OF COURSE.
(;roup I

Purpose: Squaring material to three dimensionsthickness, width, and
1fIngth.

Ibroj(;cts: flat and coat rack, cutting board, line reel, broom holdergimple
'shelf, etc., one origore required as limited by time schedule.

Group /I.
Purpose: Making a dado joint.
Projects: Kitchen rack, table bookrack, footstool, bookshelf, etc., oue

tAuirefl.
Group ///.

Purpose: Cross lap joint.
Projects: Flower-pot stand, fern st a Ill 1, simple taboret, table lamp, cos-

turner.
The following groups are intended for advanced elective work in ninth-

grade cabinetmaking.
Specific Objectives:

1. To give a practical knowledge and skill In the more advanced woodwork-
ing tool processes.

2. To develop appreciation and judgment through sinVe design in construc-
tion, foim, and finish applied to furniture making.

3. To give a knowledge of cabinetmaking as an industrial activity.
Group /V.

Purpose: Mortise and tenon joint.
Projects: Footstool, taboretone required.

Group V.
Purpose: The making of optional pieces of furniture by individual pupils.

Use of machinery if available.
Projects: Jardiniere stand, umbrella stand, seats' or benches of various

types, tables of various types, etc.

Wood turning. Where lathes are available a small amount of
wood turning is recommended in connection with woodworking
courses. With three or four lathes in a classroom, each member of
the class may devote an average of at letiqrtwo weeks to turning.
The work niay be applied *in the waking of various tool handles,
mallets, vise handles, legs for stools and seats, table lamps, etc.

s.
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6Yetnen1 work.Where feasible, cement work may be given as a
subject related to woodwork. The making of necessary forms is dis-
tinctly a woodworking:problem. The work may find application in
suckkojects as making caps for piem, poKch rails and post founda-
tions, dwarf walls °for steps and chimneys; foundations for rod or
pipe posts, fence posts; flower boxes, concrete dishès; pedestals and
bases for lawn, bird bath, garden benches and seats; sections of
sidewalk or automobile track. Pfojects in concrete work are readily
handled by the group method of production.

Related subjects.The following outline is by no means compiete.
Other topics will suggest themselves to the teacher. The topics
should be presented in brief talks and discussions, illustrated as fully
as possible. by exhibits, samples, pirturws, catalogues, slides when pos-

sible references to museum exhibits, etc.

2.

3.

5.

Lumber:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(1)
(g)

Nails:
(1)
(b)
(e)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Screws:
((7.)

(b)
(0)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Sandpaper:
(G) Kindsflint,
(b)
(o)
(d)
(e)

Glue:
(a)
(b)
(o)
(4)
(e)

Kinds of ittod conimmu use.
Characteristics and uses.
Lumbering.
Milling.
Transportation.
Plane sawing and quarter sltwIng.
Air drying Enid k:In drying.

Brads.
Common.
Finish.
Casing.

Uses.
Manufacture.

F. H. bright or blued.
R. H. bright or blued.
F. H. or R. II. brae.
Classification.
Uses. 41

Manufacture.

garnet.
Method of graCling.
Manufacture.
How to use.
Sanding machinery.

Cold.
Sot.
Manufacture.
Preparation for use.
ooiditions of uee,

Alb

a

1.
ill

Clissslfictation.

4.

.1
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6. Finishes: ... .

(a) Kinds of finishpaints, staIng, varnishes.
(b) Object .of finishes. .
(c) 011 paints.
(d) Water paints.
(e) Stainswater, oil, spirit, chemical.
(f) Fillerspaste, liquid.
(g) VarnishesAplrit. oil. lb

7. ri lks on typleal tools:
(a) History of development.
b) Manufacture. .8. Period furniture:

. Brief talks upon typ!cal styles of furniture.
Recognition of typical examples.

(a) Jacobean,
(b) William and hary.
(c) Queen Anne.

I

(d) Chippendale.
(e) Adam, Brothgra..,

.. (f) Heppelwhite. .

(g) Sheraton. .
(h) Colonial.

I
'TEACHER'S PROJECT PLAN.

FootStool. dk

51

Individual handwork ¡project.
1. General talk on cabinetmaking and review of previous experiences in

woodwork. This may be hest accomplished in several well-planned
talks and discussions.

2. Class stutU of blue print and specifications.
3. Discussion.: of _materials to be used, best method of getting stock from 4,

board sizes, rough sizes, and finifihed sizes, etc.
4. Demonstrations, limited in length and number to the needs of the class or

group. For outline oi operations see instruction sheet.
5. Incidental talks, as needed: on design of details, sandpaper, glue, pressure

devices amktheir uses, finishes and their application, etc. (See outline
oy related subjects.)

INSTRUCTION SHEET.

Footstool.
MaterialChestnut or oak...
DrawingRead drawing carefully for dimensions and* construction.
operationsComplete each operation on all pieces.

1. LegsFinished size, 11 by lt by 8 inches.
(a) Rip to rough width, 11 Inches.
(b) Cross cut to rough length, two legs, 161 inches.
(e) Joint working facer
(d) Joint working edge.
(e) Plant to thickness, 11 Inches.
(n Plane to width, 11 inches.
(g) Work to finished length, 8 Inches.

.
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Legs, etc.Con t I n ued.

(h) Lay Out length of mortises, 21 inches, 11 inches from top end.

Use knife lines.
(i) Lay Out width Of mortises, I inch widJ, I inch from outer sur-

faces. Cauge lines tosexact width of chisel (chisels of given

wi(lths vary in size).
(j) Bore one or two 1-inch holes to depth of mortise, 1* incites.

(k) Cut mortise with R-Inc:h chisel.

(1) Work legs to selectedigesign 11 inches at bottom.

(m) Work top ends to selected design. Sandpaper all surfaces with

No. 1 sandpaper, slightly softening all edges.

2. RailsFinished sizes, by 21 by 13¡ inches and Sti inches.

((7) Rip to rough width, 21 inches.
(1) ) Crosscut to rough length one long and one short rail, =6'11 inches.

(c) Surface one face.
(d) Joint One edge.
(e) Plane to width, 2¡ inches.
(f) Plane to thickness, I inch.
(g) Cross.cut to exact lengths, 134 inches and 8¡ inches.
(h) Lay out length of tenons with 111 inches apd (I inches between

shoulders.
(i) Gauge thickness of tenons It inch from outer surfaces, I inch thick.

Gauge lines to exactly correspond with gauge lines for mortises.

(j) Work tenons to thickness, fitting mortises snugly, numbering each

joint.
(k) Cut inner edges of tenons at 45 degrees to fit corners in mortises.

(I) Bore i-inch holes 11 IncheR deep for screws to hold ,top, two in

long rails, one in short rails.
(m) Bore holes for 1 Oncit No. 12 screws.

( n1 Sandpaper outer surfaces with.No. 1 sandpaper.

3. TopFinished size, I by 91 by 141 inches.

(a) Rip to rough width, Fq inches.
(b) Crysscut to rough length, 151 inches.
(c) Surface one face. r
(d) Joint one edge.
(e) Plane to width, 91 inches.
(1) Plane to thickness, t inch.
(p) Work to length.
(h) Lay out corner cuts reurntely with knife lines. measuring from

rails.
(i) Work carefully to lines. .

(f) Sandpapering should be dohe after final fitting of top, top surface

and exposed edges only, with No. 1 sandpaper.

4. Assembly:
(a) Assemble and glue legs and short rails under pressure and allow

glue to set. (Adjust clamps so that inner surfaces of legs,

those having remaining mortises, test exactly in the same plane.)

(b) Assemble with long rails and fit top exactly.

(c) Glue long rails under pressure, using top to square, and allow

glue to set.
(d) Sandpaper top (see (f)above) and secure with screws.

5. FinishTo be selected by student and teacher, and detailed by teacher.

a
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TEACHER'S PROJECT PLAN.

Taboret.,

58

Individual handwork project.
1. General review connecting up with earlier work and leading up to new

project.
2. Make a careful study of drawings and specifications, giving the responsi-

bility of interpretation and planning as largely as possible to the pupils.
3. Discuss the getting out of materials.
4. Demonstrations, when needed. For outline of operations, see instruction

sheet.
Z. Give incidentally carefully planned talks on related subjects. As the

work goes forward give added emphasis to design and to the develop-
ment of appreciation (see outline of related subjects).

INSTRUCTION SHEET.

Taboret.
Individual handwork project.
MaterialChestnut, oak, or other appropriate wood.
OperationsComplete each operation On all pieces.

1. LegsFinished size, la by 11 by 15 inches.
(a) Rip to rough width, 1¡ inches.
(b) Crosscut to rough lerigth, 151 inches.
(c) Joint working face.
(d) Joint working edge.
(e). Plane to width.
(f) Phine to thickness.
(g) Work to finished length.
(h) Lay out length of mortises from top end. Use knife lines.
(i) Lay out width of mortises from outer surfaces. Gauge lines to'

exact width of chisel (chisels of given widths vary in size ).
(j) Bore one or two ft inch holes to depth of mortise.
(k) Cut mortise with chise,1 from which width is measured.
(1) Work legs to ;elected design.

(m) Sandpaper all surfacei with No. 1 sandpaper, slightly softening
all edges. 44,

:2 ItailsFinished sizes, by 4-2¡ and Irby .101 inches.
(a) Rip to rough width. 21 inches and 21 inches.
(b) Crosscut to rough length, 2 rails, 21 inNes.

.:-

(e) Surface one face.
(d) Joint one edge.
( (1) Plane to width.
(1) Plane to thickness.
(p) Crosscut to exact length.
(h) Lay out length of tenons between shoulders.
(i) Gauge thickness of tenons. Gauge lines to exactly correspond

with gauged lines for mortises.
(j) Work tenons to thickness, fitting mortifies snugly, numbering eaeb

joint.
(k) Cut inner edges of tenons at 45 degrees to fit corners In Mortises.
(1) Bore inch holes 11 inches' deep for screws to hold top, two, in

each rail, Inch from shoulders.
(m) Bore holes for 1; ludic* No. 12 screws. ( Note.Clip blocks may

be used with grooved rails, two on side grain, one on end grain.)
(n) Sandpaper outer surf(c'es with No. 1 sandpaper.

L.
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3. TopFinished size, 1 by 13 by 13 inches. 1 glue joint.

(a) Rip to rough width, 131 inches. Allow inch or more for glue

joint.
(b) Cut to rough length. 1:4 inches.
(c) Plane glne joint and glue under pressure.
(d) Surface one side.
(e) Joint one edge.
(f) Plane to finished width.
(g) Plane to finished thickness.
(h) Square one end.
(i) Work to finished length.
(5) Sandpaper all exposed surfaces with No. i sandpaper.

4. Assembly
(a) Assemble and glue legs and rails of two opposite sides under

pressure and allow glue to set (adjust clamps so that inner
surfaces of legs test exactly in the same plane and rails exactly

square with lega. Use blocks With clamps to protect finished

work from bruises).
(b) Assemble and glue remaining rails under pressure (adjust clamps

ro that rails are square with legs, the taboret square at top and

bottom and the tops or bottoms of legs in the same plane).

(c) Clean up joints if nemsssary.
(d) Secure top to rails with screws.

5. Finish To be selected by students and teacher and detailed by teacher.

O

GO

QUANTITY PRODUCTION IN CABINETMAKING

Some Work on the quantity production plan should be given in all grades and

(bourses. In advancedwork it may constitute u course in itself, covering a

definite period of time.14111

Specifié objectives of such a course in cabinetmaking may be enumerated as:

1. Education through discipline and through information about industry.

2. To teach organization, supervision and subordination, and cooperation.

3. To discover and develop natural aptitudes and abilities.

4. To render service to the home, the schools, and the community.

5. To give vocational guidance through acquaintance with induMry and

industrial methods.
Quantity production methods and organization are discussed earlier in this

work. The following is a'limited suggestive list of projects:

1. General equipment:
Art tables. 1>eAs.

Book cases. First grade stools.

Book racks. Office tables.

Book shelves. Science tables.

Chairs. Teachers' tables.
Costumers. Typewriter tables.

Cupboards.
2. Home and community project; :

Selected furniture, etc. Stepladder chair.

Serving trays. Telephone stand and seat
Stepladder.

.
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3. Household arts equipment:
Cooking tables. FgAstools.
Costumers. Lunch-room tables.
Cutting tables. Lunch-room stools.
Fitting stands. Sewing tables.

4. Kindergarten equipment:
Chairs. Rocking horses.
Doll beds. Tables.

6 Doll Oressers. Tea tables.
Rocking boards. Trays.

5. Manual arts equipment:
Benches. Drawing boards.

55

(lupboards. Drawing board cabinets.
Drafting tables. Drawing stools.

Special referencesQuantity production.
The Manual Arts. Chap. VII. Bennett. (Note especially the conclu-

sions, page 100.)
Production Work in the Manual Training Shop. ltiesgemeier.

The Industrial Arts Magazine, March, 1921.
Productive Work in the Industrial Arts Class. Roberts. a, 4

'Flub 1%11mila! Training Magazine, December, 1919.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.

This course opens up a large field of industrial information. It
has a very practical immediate application in the service of the
schools, the home, and the community, as well as a practical bearing
upon the later life experience of most people. It has also a signifi-
cant vocational Outlook.

The work is outlined under three suggested divisions:
1. Shopwork.

II. Field work.
III. Classroom talks and discussions upon details and re-

lated matetials.
I. Shoputork.--ln this division projects in joinery are recom-

mended, developed upon both the individual and production basis.
They shOuld be arranged so far as possible with reference to in-
creasing difficulty and to the demand that may arise for a particular
type of project. In a sense the work of this division is preparatory
to, and may in part parallel or supplement, the field work.
Suggested projects:

1. Saw horse.
Individual or productivé %problem. As an individual problem, varia-

tion may be made to meet the needs a individual pupils. As a
productive problem the horse used in the school shops or as other
standard requirements sugges.t.

2. Ladder:
Individual or group problem.

'
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Suggested projectsContinued.
Scaffolding bracket:

lindividual or group problem.
4. Saw filing clamp:

Individual or group problem. Incident to this problem. lessons in saw
tiling might be introduced.

7). Miter box:
Ind IN:Muni problem emphasizing the ti* i 1 the framing sgaa rt. in

laying out cuts.
G. Details of building construction in field work :

((1 ) Window and door frames.
(b) Doors.
(c) Sash.
(d) Interior finish.
(e) Door and window screens.
(( ) Window boxes.
(g) Steps.

h Columns.
(i) Porch lattice.

7. School garden equipment:
(a) Cold frames.
( 'ucumber frames.
(e) Flats.
(d) Forcers.
(e) Gates.
( 1) Markers.
(g) Poultry equipment.
(h) Sashhot and cold frames.
(i) Signs.
(j) Stakes.
(k) Tomato frames.

8. School projects: Such as
(a) Bulletin hoards.
(b) Lumber racks.
(e) Bicycle racks.
(d) Shelving.
(e) Tool racks.
(f) Stage properties.
(g) Details Of building constructionsections of cornices and sills.

window frames, doim frames, doors, sash, etc.to be used as
illustrative material in connection with class talks and dis-
cussion and for architectural drawing.

Field work.---The work of this division consists of the erection
of smail portable bitilding projects whicit may be used by the schools
or sold fo cover expebses of construction. The success of the work
will depend largely upon careful organization. The methods and
devices of industry should .be followed so far as practicable: The
use of estimates, bids, contracts, etc., foreman, timekeeper, assign-
ments of work to groups of workers.

001.11=110%%16.
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Suggested projects:
1. Playhouse.
2. Single machine garage.
3. Tool house for samol gardeim
4. Small camp cottage.
5. Chicken house.

57

6. Dog house.
7. Perot las.
8. Summer houses, etc.

references:
Solution of Lumber Problem in I I itt chuld Carpentry. Ericson. Innual

Training Magazine, September, 192f i.

flow to Draw a Bungalow. Brig
Builders' Plan BookBungalows.

Home Builders' Plan BookGarages.
Tool house.

The Industrial Arts Magazine. November, 1915.
A movable poultry house. Frudden.

The Industrial Arts Magazine, April, 1916.
Making Stage Scenery for School Purposes. Webb.

The Industrial Arts Magazine, November, .1017.

I II. (7(1.1/48room talks and diRemodons upor detaiIR and related ma-
ri11b4.In this division there shout(' he class,talks and discussions

iipùn the details of building construction. The work should be illus-
trated by a great variety of related material, suvh as charts, slides,
pictures, catalogues, models, materials, samples, etc. Notebook work
:Mould be required of the pupils, and a test at the end of the semester
Lased largely upon the notebook contents.

In connection with this work visits should be arranged to build-
ings under construction for the purpose of studying details which
have been discussed in the classroom. Such visits should be.antici-
pated by special preparation.

The following outline is suggested:
1. Mason work.

(a) Stone. brick, tile. concrete.
(b) Chimneys and fireplaces.
(e) Fruit cellars.

.. Framing, sheeting, and roof boards.4

(a) Uses of framing square in building.
(b) Sills, plates, joists, studding, rafters.

,y. Roof a)verings.
(a) Astilstos shinglessubmersion tests.
(b) Wood shinglesstaining.
(c) Asphalt shingles, slates, tilessizes and grades.
(d) Roofing papers, rubberold, etc.
(e) Composition roofingtar, etc.
(r) Calms decking.
(g) Tin flashing and copper ianeys.

Home
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4. Floors and partitions.
(a) Deadening sound or sound proof.

01 Wood floorparquetry, etc.

(c) Mosaic, tile, concrete. composition.

(d) Lathingwood, metal.
(e) Plastering, etc., types of finish.

(f) Plaster b4ar(1S-0)1flpositio11 paper hoards.

5. Heating and ventilating.
(a) Hot air.
(b) Hot water.
(c) Steam.
(d) Vapor.

6. Wiring.
(a) Open system of wiring.
(b) Conduit system of wiring.

(e) Safety codes.
((t) Bell wiring and burglar alarms.

7. Lighting.
(a) gunshine and artificial light.

(b) Different kinds of illuminants..
(c) Principles of radiation and illumination absorpti& and refrac-

tion of light.
(d) Proper location for fixtures and switches.

8. Plumbing.
(a) Gas piping.
(b) System of water cirimlation for sink, bath, ete.

(c) Tests, regulations, etc., applied to trade.

9. Exterior walls.
(a) Lap and matched siding.

(b) Shingles.
((') Brick ariti brick veneer.
(d) Stone.
(e) Stucco.

4, la Painting, decorating, thrtnres, and hardware.

11 Fireproofing.
(a) Precautions taken in average rehidences, such HS tire cuts on

joists.
(b) Fire-lay bricks.

12. Damp proofing, drainage, and cellar bottoms.

(a) How foundations are treated.
(b) Samples of commercialized patented products for clay bricks.

13. Types of residences.
(a) Elizabethan.
(b) Queen Anne.
(c) Colonial, etc.
(d) Space allotments In roonmdining, living, bedroom, kitchen, base-

ment.
14. Preliminary details of building.

(a) Location.
(b) Loans, mortgage.
(c) Terms of payment.
(d) General building code.

,
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15. lAndscape gardening.
(a) Grading.
(b) Trees.
(c) Shrubs.
(d) Walks.

131:70{WSITTONS FOR CORRELATION.

English:
Words for spelling.
Subjects for class talks, oral and written themes.
Suggested magazine and other articles for school and home reading.
The literature of industry (see suggestive list).
Illustrative materials placed on bulletin boards.
Lantern slide talks.
Excursions with written reports.

Mathematics:
Shop problems in measurements and cost involving nppliention of funda-

mental processes: Fractions, measures, percentage,
..

and mensuration.
The use of time cards, costs, including overhead, tbstimates, etc.

HistoryGeography:
The development of industry with particular reference to woodwork.

A study of materials, forestry, lumbering, milling, transportation, build-
ing, manufacture, and their relation to local industry.

Art
The application of art principles to projects in outline, form, and color.

Designing special projects in bench work, cabinetmaking, and production
work.

Mechanical drawing:
Working drawing, specifications ind estimates of shop projects.

GENERAL METAL WORK.

Geller& statement, The problem of organizing the.subject matter
of a course in general metal work is approached with hesitation, for
as yet this subject stands without the field of systematized work in
manual arts. Thus far there has been no serious or eminently suc-

cessful attempt to organize the vaiious elements of metal work into
a practical unit of subject matter. At its present point of develop-
ment the work is in the experimental stage. Assuming the sound-

ness of the premise, the problem is one of selecting appropriate
material as subject matter and of organizing it into a workable
eourse adapted to the needs of the junior high-school period.

In the. following suggested course in general metal work, the
subject is analyzed into groups under four headings:, Sheet metal,
elementary multi& work, forging, and electrical work. The sub-

.
jects are developed beyond the possibility of accomplishment within
the time that can be devoted to the work, if they are to be combined

as a unit. This is done for three purposes: First, in analyzing each
subject somewhat completely, a broader vidwpoint and a larger field
for selection of material are possible; second, teachers whose eperi-
enee does not compass the entire field of the metal working activi-

0.
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I.

ties may be provided with material in the subjects with which they

are most familiar, and to which they naturally give emphasis, during.
the development of a well-rounded course in general metal work;
third, provision is thus made for added elective work in the required
course, or in an advanced elective course. The suggested outlines

have developed from actual experience. Teachers who have covered

successfully the entire field of work have selected their beginning
projects from the elementary groups in the different subject& Later
in the Horse the class may be organized for individual or group
projects or for quantity production work under one of the subjects,

or several subjects combined.
Metal work gives an added medium of expressibn in the manual

arts. The properties of metal present new problems, experiences, dif-

ficulties, sensations, and reactions. The " feel" of metal is in marked

contrast with that of wood, and tile reactions of the various metals

to tools are characteristically different. Meta work, of all the in-
dustrial activities, provides the best medium for concrete application
of mathematics, particularly of geometry. Some of the minor proc-

esses are economic factors in the liveg of all.

ECT 1 V ES. s

1. Present relationships giving meaning and significance to other
school activities, particularly mathematics.

2. Develop the social spirit through cooperative 'relationship with
other departments of the school.

8. Add to the pupil's educational and social development through
acquaintance with indu4trial activities,

4. Develop desirable personal traits, 'particularly persistence ic
meeting difficulties.

5. Cultivate habits of precision and an appreciation of the extreme
accuracy of measurement required in mechanisms.

6. 4ive acquaintance with various metal in common use, their
properties and action.

7. Give practical working knowledge of the use of some of the
essential metal worki*tools.

8. Contribute to the economic upkeep of the home.
9. Itrider service to the school, thelome, and the community.
10. Contribute to educational guidance and vocational outlook

through knowledge of the various metal working industries.

Through organization of subject Matter, related material, and

teaching methods, the teacher must plan to contribute definitely to
the accomplishment of these objectives in proportion to their. relative

values.

OBJ
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Both the individual and quantity methods of production may be
readily applied in general metal work. The earlier projects will
necessarily be made by individual pupils. Later and larger projects
may be worked out by groups on a quantity basis. Obviously, the
class will be organized largely into groups representing two or more
of the different types of work. Instruction and demonstration will
be given to the class as a whole, or to groups, supplemented by indi-
vidual help. Instruction or job sheas, dKawings, models, related
material, and other devices should be used in developing method and
organization.

OUTLINE OF COURSE.

s H FZr M ETAL.
Group I.

OperationsNew : Measuring, cutting, punching.
t.

ToolsNew: Rule, scratch awl, snips, pliers, solid punch, hammèr, mallet.
Projects: Helicopter, tin puzzles, book ends:

Group //.
OperationsNew : Folding, soldering, breaking.
ToolsNew: Folding machine, forming machine, conductor stake, hatchet

stake, soldering copper.
Projects: Coale cutters, napkin rings, blotter holders, pencil trays.

Group III.
OperationsNew : Peening.
ToolsNew: Brake niachine.
Projects: Diamond cookie cutter, jewel box, handkerchief box.

Group /V.
OperationsNew : Burring, ,beading.
ToolsNew : Burring machine, blowhorn stake, beadini machine.
Projects: Doughnut cutter, candy box, cake box.

Group V.
OperationsNew : Grooving.
ToolsNew: Groover, breakhorn stake, circle snips. ,1
Projects; Food containers, cup, furnace pipe, sugar scoop. j

Group V/.
OperationsNew : Pocket seaming.
ToolsNew Needle case stake.
Projects: Match box, candle holder.

Group VII.
OPerationsNew : 'fuming, flanging, wiring. A

ToolsNew: Turning machine, wiring machine, hollow punch:
Prilects : Funnel, friiit jar Mier, megaphone, waste basket, fern stand pan.

Group VIII,
. OperationsNew : Double miming.

ToolsNew :. Vise, beveled-edge square stake, hollow mandrel stake.
Frojibetii*: Bread tins, bread boil, pudding pan, garbagé ran, *stet pan,

oil pans, measures.
*V`
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Group IX.
Operations--New : Riveting.
ToolsNew : Rivet set.
Projects: Nail box, fern stand base, elbows, drip pans.

ELEMENTARY MACHINE WORK.

Group I.

..

Purpose: Measuring, filing, and sawing.
OperationsNew : Measuring, sawing, filing, squaring, grinding.
ToolsNew : Rule, hack saw, 8-inch bastard file, calipers, square edge.

.hammer (machinist.), surface plde, protractor, Center punch, mallet.
H. R. file 8-inch.

Projects: Scratch awl, nail punch, drill gauge, book ends, milk bottlò opener.
Group II.

Purpose: Drilling, riveting, bending, grinding, and elementary assembling.
OperationsNew : Riveting, bending, drilling, sharpening drills, use of

forming rolls, assembling.
ToolsNew : Drill, rivet set, ball peen hammer, dividers, square.
Projects: Pancake turners, toy sand shovel, fern stand, basket-ball ring,

Christmas tree stand.
Group III.

Purpose; Chiseftng, chipping, and polishing.
OperationsNew : Chiseling, etching, soldering, buffing, chipping.
ToolsNew : Cold chisel, soldering outfit, buffing wheel, square, scratch awl,

hammer, drills, 8-inch bastard file, 8-inch smooth file.
Projects: Calender, sink shovel, garden trowel, tack hammer.

rottp. /
Purpose: Tappiiig, thread cutting, hardening, reaming.
OperationsNew Hardening, polishing, threading, reaming.
Tools---Nev : Chisel, drills, die stock, tap, reamer, square file.
Projects: Clamps, table lamps, marking gauge.

Group V.
Purpose: Assembling, chiseling, tapping, drilling, turning, hardening,

MoldIng.
- OperationsNew : Peening, turning, sharpening diamond point on lathe

tool, cutting slots in metal, molding. 0

ToolsNew Ball-peen hammer, lathe tools, pliers, stock and die, chisels,
dividers.

Projects: Auto stool, auto luggage carrier, bicycle carrier, jar opener, horse-
shoe puzzle, floor lamp.

FORGING.

Group I.
ePuwose: Forging and heating.
OperationsNew : Building and care ol the fire.
ToolsNew z Poker, rake, shovel, sprinkler, blower.
Projects: Corregt fire.

Group II.
Purpose: *Forming. -

OperationsNew : Drawing, measuring, forming, straightening, twisting,
shouldering, pointing.

ToolsNew : Rule, center punch, hammer, square, anvil, hardie, kicriier.
Projects: Hammer wedges, braces, forging, a soldering copper.

01
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Group ill.
Purpose: Tempering.
OperationsNew: Annealing, hardening, tempering.
ToolsNew: Hardening furnace, emery cloth.
Projects: Lathe tools, drills, center punches, cold chisels, screw driven.),

knives, hand punches.

EiZeTRIC W OR K .

Group /.
Purpose: Wiring and circuits.

e operittionsNew : Splicing, soldering, tappiig. connect hig.
ToolsNew: Knife, screw driver, pliers, hammer.
ProJects: Splices, extension cord, lamps, bells.

Group
Purpose: Heating.
OperationsNew : Measuring, marking, punching, drilling, folding. »end-

ing, winding unit, assembling, testing.
ToolsNew : Punch press, punches, drill press, drills, bar folder, brake,

winder, tin snips, mallet, rule,
Project Toaster.

Coup ///.
Purpose: Magnetism.
OperationsNew: Tapping. insulating. (*nil winding.
ToolsNew: Taps, lithe. hack saw, file.
Projects: Radio,. telegraph set, electromagnet, buzzer.

- Group a

Purpose: Alternating current magnetism.
Operations-7-New : None.

: None.
Projects: Bell trangformer, power transformer, shocking machine.

Uroup V.
Purpose: Magnetic motion.
OperationsNew: Armature winding.
ToolsNew: None.
Project: Electric motor.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CORRELATION.

English:
Words for spelling.
Subjects for talks and composition, lantern slide talks.
The literature of Industry.
Suggestive material placed on bulletin board.

Mathematics:
Shop problems In measurements and cost, involving applications of the

fundamental processes, viz, fractions, measures, percentages, Lind men-
suration. The use of tittle cards, costs, including overhead, estimates', etc.

HistoryGeography:
The development of industry with particular reference to metal work. A

study of materials, mining, and manufacture of tin and sheet metal.
Their uses in building and relation to local industry.

, 4.0i,
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Science:
Science in a study of heat, .fluxes, effect of acids, solder.and other alloy§,

tinning and galvanizing. and manufacture of sheet iron and tin plate.

Art
The application of art principles to projects, outline, and form.

Mechanical drawing:
Working drawings, speciflcatious, and estimates of shop projects.

PRINTING.

General 8tattment.---Of all the manual-arts subjects adapted to the

junior high school, none offers greater gerieral Incational possi-

biliCes than printing. The subject in itself suggests an air of re-

finement and culture. It presents very great opportunity for coop-

erative relationships in the school. If wisely administered and

efficiently taught, it may become an important unifying influence in

the school, the home, and the community. It offers very &eat cor-

relative possibilities with practically all of the other school activi-

ties. It has many points of contact with academic work, particu-

larly with English. It provides definitely for practical auplicatior. ,

of many art, principles. As an industry, it offers splendid opportu-

nities for development, advancement., and éducation.

OBJECTTVES.

.
1. To provide experiences which will show the practical applica-

tion and value 'of academic subjects.

2. To aid in the mastery. of other school subjects. particularly

English.
3. To broaden the educational and social outlook through added

knowledge of indUstry.
To develop appreciation of art in priuting.

5. To give mastery, through application, of many of the principles

of design.
6. To give opportunity to produce things of value, use, and beauty.

7. To create a wholesome respect for books and a desire for their

care in the home, school, and the library.

8. To develop a just pride in personal achievement. .

9. To Cultivate an appreciation of the value of cooperation and

service.
10. To help in forming habits of accuracy, thoroughness, neatness,

and Industry.
.. 11. To broaden the field of vocational choice.

These objectitis must be evaluated and subject matter, and related

material selected which will look to-the definiteattainment of each

in proportion to its relative value.
1

:
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COURSES OF STUDY IN MANUAL ARTS.

METHODS.

By careful organization of the fundamental processes of printing,
opportunity is provided for both class and individual instruction.
Class or group instrtiction is very desirable in the, teaching of fun-
damental processes, such as the layout of the case, printers' materials,
proofreading. estimating, and the first exercises in setting type,
while produytive work offers an excellent opportunity for indi-
vidual instruction. Carefully developed job or instruction sheets for
tby various processes are indispensablet

OITTUN E OF COURSE.

1. Learning the case:
(a) Lay of case, caps, lower case, and other characters.
(b) How to stand at case.
(c) How to hold a composing stick.
(d) How to pick up type, slowly at first, but ganing speed continuall),

with due regard to accuracy in the construction of tlie work at
hand.

(e) Falling of type.
CO How to empty type from stick, and the care to taiì of same

efter being deposited on galley.
(g) The use of leads and slugs, and their care.

9. Spacing and justification:
((1 ) Spacing between lower case.
(b) Spacing between small capitals.
(c) Spacirlig between capitals.
(d) Spacing between lower ease loaded;
(e) Spacing between small capitals leaded.
(f) Spacing between capitals leaded.
(g) Spacing between lower case double leaded.
(h) Spacing between small capitals 6uble leaded.
(i) Spacing between capitals double leaded.
(f) Spacing between italics and kerned letters.
(k) SpagIng between condensed and extended letter&
(1) Spacing around initial letters of various sizes.
(m) Type alignment with initial letters.
(n) Selecting Initials as,regards body matter used.
(o) Spacing before and after punctuation marks.

3. Indention:
((I ) Indention of poetry of various kinds.
(b) Hanging indentions.
e) Pyramidal ,indentions.

(d) Indention of paragraphs.
4. The use of punctuation mark&
5. The point system :

(a) Thoroughly explained and adhered to throughout.
(b) Study of iype according to point system.
(o) Picking up and pasting up of different type faces.
(d) Picking out samples of various kinds of type according to name:

becoming familiar with faces, characteristics, adaptabilities, Pte.

65 ,
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66 MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR }WM SCHOOL.

6. The distribution of tYPe:
(a) Preparation of Inked type before distribution:
(Op How to distribute and the care necessary in handling the many

differeut faces and sizes, I. e., t3 place for every gharacter and
that in its proper place.

(o) Preparation of new type before laying.
7. The taking of proofs:

(a) How to prepare type for proofing.
(b). How to take galley proof on proof press.
(c) How to tie up forms without using knots.
(d) How to take proof on stone.

8. Proofreader's marks:
(a) Proofreader's marks and their meaning. Why used.
(b) Reading own proof, correct marking, thorough knowledge 14* same.

(Practice sheets to be provided.)
9. Reading proof and editing copy:

((i ) Reading aloud. correct enuncistion.
(b) Correcting improperly wordel and badly arranged sentences.
(r) Changing phraseology, eliminating superfluous words. etc.

10. Making up jobs:
(a) Care necessary in making up jobs before locking into for*

11. Stone workImposition:
(a) Locking up of small forms. Envel pest. letterheads, businesA cards,

tickets. etc.
(b) Determining proper position for above formq In order that best

remits may he obtained.
12. Press work:

(a) Names of parts of the press and care of same. Including the com-

position of rollers. (Use C. & P. chart.)
(b) Oiling of press; its necessity.
(e) Learning to feed sheets into press, sithlatt form.
(d) Putting form .into press. 10

(e) Setting grippers away from type.
(f) Putting on new tympan.
(g) Taking proof.
(h) Setting gauge pins and grippers.
(i) Making ready simple forms.

ir(j) Feeding the p t . slowly with form on.
(A.) Proper way to nk press with form on.
(1) Pare of stock while feeding. and its disposition when taking f.rom

press.
(m) Care of type form after job Is completed.
(n) Care of Inks, their perishable qUalities.
(0) Use of wood and steel bearers in a form, their care and resultant

damage from carelessness.
(p) Various technical terms in both brunches of the trade explained

In conferences following shop experiences, visits to industrial
plants, etc.

13. Mathematics:
On Mathematics applied to paper, estimating and figuring stock for

jobs.
(b) Keeping record of time on each piece of work In course of con-

struction. Piguring cost of all work turned gout, Including halm

liaper, wrapping, etc.

Aw
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14. Principles of design:
The application of the elementary principles of design to every Job.

.15. Related work:
(a) Reading books on printing and making reports.
(b) Talks on related subjects:

Paper making.
Plate making, including electrotyping. zinc etching, half tones,

and stereotyping.
Various composing machines in use and their adaptabilities.
Shop practices and customs.
Printing as a vocation.
Visits to some of the lending plants, with reports.
Trade hygiene.
Writing instructions.

An advanced course in printing, given as an elective course in the
ninth grade, would 7-etrace the principles here outlined. The course

would be more broadly developed with much attention to details.
Projects of greater difficulty would be required, demanding initiative
and emphasizing technicil skill.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CORRELATIONS :

English:
Publication of booklets on

Punctuation.
Capitalization.
Division of words.
Spelling lists.

Writing articles for school paper, etc.-
Writing advertisements for school paper anti other sebool publicity

materiPl.
Journalism

Publishing of school paper.
Writing articles.
News gathering. etc.
Soliciting and writittg advertisements.
Business management.

Mat hema tics :
INtimating costs of

Printing.
Production costs.
Amounts of paper required.

Computing type masses, etc.

History:
History of printing. ImPolVaeor

Block printing in China.
Invention cif printing-1450, Gutenberg.
Effect of printing on civilization.
Development of printing in America.

VIM



ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

Art:
Color harmony.,
Application of color to the printed page.
Design as applied to printing.
Relation of type to shape of page.
Printing of designs cut from linoleum.

Methods of illustrating.
Study of type faces and related ornaments, borders, etc.

Layouts.
School:

%Record cards.
Filing systems.
Making up office systems from standpoint of efficiency.

ASSIGNMENT OF SUBJECTS TO GRADES AND TIME.

The junior high school covers the grades between elementary and

higher secondary education. This interval may be divided ID a

general way into:
1. A period of self finding or adjustment.
2. A period of exploration and discovery.

3. A period of tentative choice.
The following order of assignment of subjects to grades and time

is suggested:
1. The finding period.

78 grade, simple mechanics.
A minimum of five 110-minute or three 90-minute periods each week

required.
2. The exploratory period.

7A glide, woodwork.
AB grade, printing.\ 8A grade, general metal work.

\ A minimum of two 90-minute periods in shopwork and one 90-minute

tfteriod in mechanical drawing each week required. Two added

90-minute periods each week elective.

e period of tentative choice.
B and 9A grades, election in any of the above or

.

related subjects for

educational value and vocational outlook.

Tiree 90-minute periods in shopwork and two 90-minute periods In

urchanical drawing each week. Two added 90-minute periods for

pdpils intending to enter a technical high school. All ninth-grade

work elective.
PROGRAM.

The accompanying program is a reproduction of the plan of

organization of a t.ypical jtrior high school, showing the place of

the manual arts activities in the work of the school.

the first column on the left of the program is an index column.

lt shows the grade, section, home-room number, name of home-room

ttacher, composition of class by sexes, and the type of section on

an ability basis. The exponent shows the section number, and the

Alb
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MANUAL ARTS TEACHER. 69

type of section is indicated by the capital letter A, B, or C in the
corner. A indicates a superior section, B a section of medium
ability, and C a section of low ability.

All periods which show blanK on the program are study hall
periods.

The 15-minute period between 8.30 and 8.45 in the morning is
spent by all classes in home rooms.

The 30-minute periods between 11.45 and 12.15 and between 12
sind 1 are lunch periods.

Shopwork for 7B boys is a course in simple mechanics. The boys
rotate through the woodwork, sheet metal, and electric shops, spend-
ing a six weeks' period in each shop. In all other grades the nature
of the shopwork is indicated on the program.

THE MANUAL ARTS TEACHER

Conditions surrounding the manual arts worker in the schools
have changed very materially since the advent and acceptance of the
junior high school idea.

Formerly he was an isolated teacher of an isolated subject in an
isolated room, perhaps a mile from the building from which he re-
ceived his class for a, period of 60 or 90 minutes a week, perhaps
never meetiog the so-twilled regular teacher of his class and having
little more acquaintanCe with his principal than an annual telephone
conversation in organizIng classes.

Now he suddenly stsrcls very much to the front as an importit
factor in a large and inticate organization, a teacher among teachers
of other subjects, with t e respwsibility of placing himself and his
work upon an equal soc 1 and educational footing with other de-
partments of his school. The social aspects of his work are vastly
more important than ever before. He is lnuch more in the light,
and his acts are subjected to inspection and evaluation, in them-
selves and in their relation to callers, as they have !lever been before.

The importance of the manual arts teacher in the new organization
recognized in the new demands upon him, both in preparation and

in the duties of the school. In many communities it is required that
he have an educational equipment equal or equivalent to that of other
teachers of the same grade, and this demand will be extended as
trained teachers can be more readily secured. The special training and
abilities of the manual arts teacher make him an important factor in
the junior high school, and the demands upon his time and experience
will be increasingly greater. In addition to broad, general, and spe-
cial training, it is essential tbat he be high-minded and have a sym-
pathetic regard fór boys. In no department of school work are
opportunities for personal relationships greater than in the manual
arts, and the influences for good should be, correspondingly great..
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72 MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

MANUAL ARTS ROOMS.

The survey revealed the fact that the range of provision for hous-

ing the manual arts department in junior high schools is apparently

'almost as great as the number of schools or school systems. It ,

reaches all the way from lavishly wasteful expenditure tc a meager-

ness almost incredible. Unintelligent expenditure of money, igno-

rance of the requirements of manual arts on the part of designers

and of.school officials, and personal whims are all evident factors in

this diversity of existing conditions.

Fumaie plan, William A. Cochran Junior High School. Johnstown, Pa.

In old builditigs the rooms are almost invariably those that can

not be used for other purposes. A very general characteristic is the

lack of adequate provision for tool and supply storage, lumber stor-
age, space for teachers, and stating space for conference and demone

st ration.
A study of this phase of the junior high school problem with re-

port and recommendations would be of great value.

The accompanying drawings were selected as illustrating in a

general way types of plans for housing this department :
1. A group plan with a separate building for manual arts work.

This is illustrated in the William A. Cochran Junior High School,

in Johnstown, Pa. Figure 4 gives a plan of the group; Figure 5, a

plan of the manual arts building.
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2. Separate rooms for manual aits in the school building. This

type is illustrated in the manual arts department of the Jefferson

Junior High School in Minneapolis, Figure 6.

Floras 6.Manual arts department, .1e4fo. Junior High School, Minneapolis, Minn.
t.

3. Large areas in the school Ming devoted to manual arts, di-

vided to meet the needs of the school by movable pariitions. POrick

Henry and Audubcin Junior High School. of Cleveland illustrate
this type, Figure 7. z.
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MANUAL ARTS .EQUIPMENT. 77

4. Arrangement for a moderate sized school with two shops and
a drawing room. Aii excellent examrle is found in the East Side
Junior high School of Richmond, Ind., Figure 8.

5. The general shop, Figure 9, is a suggestive plan to meet the
needs of the general shop, for household mechanics, or for the one-
room department in consolidated schools.
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MANUAL ARTS EQUIPMENT.

eV

The selection of,quipments should be influenced, to some extedtT
al c,onditions. Such selection will always be influenced by the

trai g and experience of teachers and supervisors.
In . eral, special tools for special purposes Alould be avoided.--

in schoo viork. The work that would pbe accomplished with such
tools can be 'done with simple, ordinary equipment to the advantage
of the pupil.

Equipments should be as limited .as consistent with effective work.
Such .equipments have the advantage of economy in original cost
and economy in time of ; hers in care, checking,. and storage. The
best standard tools and i uipments always giie the best results and
are cheapest in the end.
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78 MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

The following lists are intended to be suggestive. They are con-
servative but sufficiently complete to meet all the requirements of the
junior high school :
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, 8 idravAng board and storage cabinet5
82 stools.
64 drawing boards.
82 T squares, 20-ifach.
82 12-ineb triangular boiwood

82 pollen compasses.
82 triangles, 8-Inch Kr to 60°.
82 triangies, GtD 415°.

2 irregular 8arves, amber, Nos. 6 and- 7.
4 zeta of drawing instruments.
12 ruling perk extra.
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MANUAL AWN IQUIPMIINT.

ELEMENTARY WOODWORKING SHOP.
1:5 benches 3¡ feet, open. See drawing,

Figure 11.
25 bench hooks or jack boards.
2 bevels, 8-inch sliding T,
1 set anger bits, inch to 1 inch, in case.
6 bits, 1-inch, anger dowel, long.
s bits, I-inch, auger dowel, long.
s bit& 1-1Pcb, auger dowel, long.
1 hit. expansive, No. 2.
2 bits, It-inch, twist drill, wCiod
2 bits, h-inch, twist- drill, wood.
2 bits, IN-inch, twist drill, wood.
2 bits, 371-inch, twist drill, wood
s bit handles (chisel bandies fitted to tilt

s ha riks ).
1 brace, 8-inch.
25 brushes, 7-ineh, rainier. good grade.
1. burnisher, 3-inch.
12 chisels, 11ncht handled, tanged firmer.
4 ch1se1sA4nch. handled, tanged firmer.
4 chisels, ¡inch. handled, tanged firmer.
4 chisels, 141r-11, handled, tanged firmer.
4 chisels0-1nfh, handled, tanged firmer.
2 chisels, 1-inch, handled, tanged firmer.
4 clamps, 4inch, malleable.
4 clamps, gf3-inch, door.
25 compa80Ps. pencil.
2 countersinks, rose.
25 cutting ,boards.
2 dividers, 6-inch wing.
I file card.
8 tiles, 8-inch half round bastard.

tile, 8-inch fiat mill, one safe edge.
2 flies, 6-inch taper slim.
25 gauges, marking.
1 glass cutter, ti-point.
6 gouges, !Inch tanged firmer outside

bevel.

79

6 gouges, 1-inch tanged firmer outside
bevel.

12 hammers, 7 ounces.
1 hammer, 12 ounces.
6 handscrews, 104nch.
2 horses, 86-inch.
25 knives, 'Loyd, 21-Inch.
6 mallets, hickory, 2¡ by 6 inches.
8 nail sets, h-inch.
1 oiler.
1 oil slip. N. Washita.
1 oit atone, No. 1 Washita, 1 by 2 by 7

inches, mounted.
1 oil stonsimedium India, 1 by 2 by 7

inches, mounted.
1 plane, 6-inch block.
25 planes, 14-inch Jack.
1 plane, 22-inch Joint.
2 planes, 9-1,nch smooth.
6 plane irons, extra.
1 plier, 5-inch flat nose.
1 plier, 5-inch- round nose.
2 routers.

ADVANCED WOOD

For advance1 woodworking the
ment n*ay be supplemented by
machinry:
5 brac,
10 clamps, 24-inch door.
2 clamps, 86-Inch door.
6 clamps, 48-inch door.
6 elaillps, 72-inch door.
12 hand sigrewe, 104nch.
8 mallets, hickory; 26 by I inches.
1 oiler.
1 plow, 8-Inch, rabbet.
2 Rawl, crosscut, 22-tnch pt.
2 maws, rtp, 7 pt.
4 scrapers, 8 by 5 inch cabinet.
1 wrench. 12-inch monkey.
Individual motor driwn machinery and

accessorise as follows:
1 band uaw, 304nch.

variety saw, with mortislag and bor-
ing attichment.

25 rules, 12-inch, No. 341.
25 saws, 12-inch, handy or cabinet,
6 saws, coping, No. J 100.
1 saw, key-hole. 10-inch.
4 saws, crosscut., 22-inch, 9-point.
4 saws, rip, 24-inch, 7-point.
2 saws, turning, 14-inch.
2 scrapers, 3 by 5 inches, cabinet.
1 Frrew driver, 8-inch.
12 screw drivers, 4-inch.
1 snip, 10-inch.
12 al)okeshaves.
2 squares, try, 10-inch por 12-inch.
25 squares, try, 6-inch.
1 square, framing, 24-inch.
1 wrench, 8-inch monkety.

WORKING SHOP.

elementary wbodworking equip-
the following addeA tools and

1 Joiner, 12-inch.
8 wood turning lathes, 10 inches by 4

feet (I inches.
1 grinder, oil.
1 glue pot, 1-quazt, electric.
2 hand saw blades, 1-inch.
2 blind saw blades, I-inch.
2 band saw blades, i-inch.
2 circular saw bla crosscut
ii`circular ssw blades,
1 circular saw blade, Es .

1 circular law blade, dado.
2 hollow chisels and bits, I4ucb.
2 hallo, ehisels mind bits. 64sels
2 hollow chisels and bits, Melt.
I hollow chisel and bit, I-inch.
1 hollow chisel and bit, 11-incb.
rtP jointer hives, sets.
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MANUAL ARTS EQUIPMENT.

GENERAL METAL

6 forged-steel snips, 1:31-inCh~---*-
2 forged-steel snips, curved, 14-inch.`ii,
1 breast drill, with 3-jaw chuck, 0 to

inch.
12 scratch awls, 81-inch.
6 i-inch cold chisels.
6 i-inch cold chisels.
1 set i-inch steel letters.
1 set i-inch steel figures.
1 blow torch.
12 6-inch spring dividers.
1 8-Inch pipe wrench.
1 14-inch pipe wrench.
2 6-inch monkey wrenches.
2 12-inch monkey wrenches.
6 center punches, 1-inch.
1 set hollow punches, I to inches di-

ameter. complete.
7 rivet sets, NOR. 2-8.
1 wire gauge.
6 4-inch screw drivers.
6 g-inch screw drivers.
6 mallets, 2 inches diameter,
1 blacksmith's anvil, 100-pvund,

rawhide_
with base

block.
6 6-inch combinalion plfers.
6 6-inch side cutting pliers,
1 dozen 12-inch Weil rules.
12. vises, 4-inch, machinist's., stationary

base.
1 new combination square, 12-inch
2 toolmaker's calipers, 5 Inches outside,.
2 toolmaker's calipers, 5 inches inside
2 18-inch steel squares.
1 24-inch steel square.
12 16-ounce ball-pein hammers.
12 hacksaw frames, 10-inch.
3 dozen 10-inch hacksaw blades (24

per inch).
1 dozen 10-inch hacksaw blades (14

per inch).
3 steel oilers, j pint capacity, 4-inch
3 flle cleaner&
n 6-inch slim-taper SAW files, single cut,

with handles.
12 8-inch second cut mill tiles, with

handles.
12 8-inch mill smooth tile% with handles.
12 6-inch mill smooth tiles, with handles.
11) 10-inch band bastard fifes, One safe edge,

with handles.

Pt

teeth

teeth

spout.

20 pounds 0-pofht Century Old
work only, no small caps.

80 winds S-point Century Old
work only, no small caps.

3 pounds 8-polint Century Old
figures- 4

300 pounds.10-point Century
No. 2 *tar work only, no
pounds 10-point Century Old

urv
2

SHOP.

81

6 half round !Ike, 8-inch second cut, with
'handles.

1 tap and drill gauge.
1 set screw plates, 2-66, 3-48, 4-36, 7-82.

8-82, 10-24, 12-24, 14-20.
1 set screw plates, 1 to ¡-inch, U. S. stand-

ard.
3 jewelers' saws.
1 gross assorted blades for jewelers' saw.
1 set of twist drills, -&-inch to 1-inch by

64ths.
1 stake holder, with beakhorn, blowhorn,

needle case, creasing and horn, and con-
dur!tor stakes.

1 hollow mandrel, 40-inch.
1 pair dividers, 12-inch.
1 pair trammel points.
1 pair nippers, 12-inch reversible.
6 counter brushes, 7-inch.
1 set easy outs.
6 2-pound solderin* coppers, with handles.
3 gas 'soldering furnaces.
2 malleable iron pipe vises, inch tti 21

inches, hinged.
1 set pipe itock and dies, cutting 1-inch,

11-inch, i-inch, R. H. thread.
1 pipe cutter, j inch to 21 inches, 2 rollers,

1 extra cutter.
1 11 by 3-inch quick change gear, engine

lathe with chip pan, fully eguipped, elec-
trically driven.
it) inches by 4 feet speed ktbee, with
hand compound rests. electrically driven.

1 10-inch sensitive bench drill press, with
three-jaw chuck, II-Inch capacity.

1 2-wheel electrically driven grinder, with
pedestal, wheels 8 by 11 inches, 8,400
It. P. M.

1 30-In'ch tiqualiittg shears.
1 30-inch bar folding Machine.
1 punch and shear combined.
1 30-inch forming rollers,-
1 burring machine, 21 pounds.
1 Sliming machine, 22 pounds.
1 wiring machine. 31 pounds.
1 beading machine, 50 pounds, 4 sets or

rolls.
hand forge, 28 by 40 inches.
standard benched', see drawing, Figure 12,

1
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PRINT SHOP.

Rtyle, letter

Style, letter

Style% extra'

Old Sty*
small caps.
My* extra

60 pounds 12-po4nt Century Old Style,
letter work only, no small caps.

20 pounds 14-point Century Old Style,
letter work only, no small caps.

8 fonts 18-point Century Old Style.
3 fonts 24-point Century Old Style.
3 fonts 30-point Century Old etylf.

fonts Sesolnt Century Old Style.
2 fonts &point Talk! Old English,

t2 fonts 12-polnat likiraverie Old Itutflok.
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MANUAL ARTS EQUIPMENT. 88

PRINT SHOP Conti hued.

2 fonts lg-point Pkigravers' Old English.
2 fonts 24-point Engravers' Old Owlish.
2 fonts 36-point Engravors' Old English.
10 pounds 8-point Century Old Style Bold.
20 pounds 10-point Century Old Style Bold.
2() pounds 12-point Century Old Style Bold.
4 fonts 14-point Century Old Style Bold.
4 fonts 18-point Century Old Style Bold.
4 fonts 24-point Century Old Style Bold.
2 fonts 30-point Century Old Style Bold.
2 fonts 36-point Century Old Style Bold.
5 pounds 6-point quahs and spaces.
15 pounds 8-point quads and spaces.
100 pounds 10-point quads and spaces.
20 pounds 12-point quads and spares.
20 pounds 14-point quads and spares.
20 pounds 18-point quads and 'Tarts.
20 pounds 24-point quads and spaces.
10 pounds 30-point quads and spaces.
10 pounds 36-point quads and spaces.
10 pounds 8-point hyphen leaders.
15 pounds 10-point hyphen kmders.
1 font 6-point tlyllte border No. 6.
1 font 6-point Engravers' border No. 601.
1 tout 12-point Engravers' border No. 1:201.
1 font Chic decorators, series 1.
1 each Cloister ornaments NO11.47 and-4g.
1 each Bodoni mortised ornaments Nos.

7201 and 7203.
200 pounds 2-point latfor-saving leads.
20 pounds 2-point leads cut 15 ems extra.
200 pounds 6-point labor-saving slugs.
10 pounds 6-point slugs cut 15 erns extra.
75 pounds labor-saving metal furniture.
10 pounds 2-point labor-saving rule No.

1002.
10 pounds 2-Point labor-saring rule No.

2082.
10 pounds 2-point labor-saving rule No.

1082.
25 8 by 2 graduated job stieks.
4 10 by 2 graduated job sticks.
1 15 by 2 graduated job stick.
5 leader boxes.
1 SI by 6 maple planer.
1 type cabinet with 47 California job cases,

1 blank case, spacing materlais case E,
lead and slug rack, and mortised label
bolder".

a

imposing table, with coffin, labor-saving
reglet, labor-saving fl!rniture, sort draw-
ers on one side, drawer, letter boards and
galley shelves on the other side, with 36
by 60 marble imposing surface.

4 benzine cans, pint size.
41 dozen small quoins with 3 keys.

dozen spring tongue gauge pins.
1 benzine brush No. 20, medium bristle.

s! by 13 pressed steel galleys.
41 61 by 232 all brass gulleys.
4 compact rnle cases.
3 6-inch square end pallet ink knives.
1 10 t)y 15 press, complete with gear and

pinion guard, crankshaft, treadle fixtUres;
semisteel c'hitses, 1 set roller trucks,

2s;:etsr. roller stocks, 2 wrencheac and 1

Casting i set rollers and brayer.
1 flywheel guard.
1 platen guard.
1 long fountain.
1 press brake.
2 sets 10 by 15 roller supporters.
1 12 by 18 press. complete with gear and

pinion guard, crankshaft, treadle fixtures,
3 semisteel chases, 1 set roller trucks,
sets roller stocks, 2 wrenches, and 1
brayer.

Casting 1 set rollers and brayer.
1 fly-wheel guard.
1 platen guard.
1 long fountain.
1 press brake.
2 Reto 12 by 18 roller supporters.
1 26-inch lever paper cutter.
1 extra knife for same.
1 proof press with stand.
1 wire stapler, with pedestal.

5,000 I-inch staples.
5,000 ¡-inth staples.

25 isdividual typesettIng stands, with twit,
runners for cases. Accompanying draw-
ing, Figure 13.

32 California job cases, with banal*. and
label holders.

p

41

IN%

GENERAL SHOP.

Two types of equipment for the general shop are most commonly
llsed in practice; first, a shop equipment for a single occupation, as
woodwork, with supplementary equipment for a variety of additional
activities, utilizing woodworking benches for the vikrious types of
work. Such equipment may be of original planning or the result
of remodeling or adapting existing shops to more general purposes;
second, a . shop equipment definitely planned for general work 4ioi
small grouptitin a variety of io4ustria1 activities, varied to some ex,-li
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84 MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

teilt by local environment, particularly as distinguishing between

urbili and rural conditions.
For the first type the suggested equipments may serve as a basis,

and Ek judicious selection of added equipment may be made from the

following suggested equipment for the general shop. This equip-

ment is adapted to use in the general shop planned in Figure 12.

6 benches, 31 feet, ;With vises.
6 bench hooks or Jack bpards.
1 bevel, 8-inch sliding T.
1 set augur bits, 1 to 1 inch, in case.
2 bits, 1-inch auger dowel, long. .

2 bits, g-inch auger dowel, lóng.
2 bits, 1-inch auger dowel, long.
2 bits, *inch twist drill wood.
2 bits, h-inch twist drill wood.

2 bits, A-inch twist drill wood.
2 bits, h-inch twist drill wood.

4 bit bindles (chisel handles fitted to bit
shanks).

1 braze,
6 brushes, 7-inch counter, good grade.
1 burnisher, 3-inch.
2 chisels, 1-inch handled tanged firmer.
r chisels, 1-Inch handled hinged firmer.
2 chisels, 1-inch handled tanged firmer.
2 chisels, 1-inch handled tanged firmer.
2 clamps, 4-Inch malleable.
2 clamps, 36-inch door.
6 compasses, pencil.
1 countersink,...rose.
1 divider, 6-inch wing.
2 files, 8inch half round bastard.
1 file, 8-inch mill, safe edge.
1 file, 6-inch taper slim.

6 gauges, marking.

WOODWORK.

a

2 glass cutters. 6 point.
1 gouge, I-inch, taaged firmer, obtside bevel.
I gouge, ¡-inch, tanged firmer, outside bevel.
3 hammers, 7 ounce.
2 handscrews, 10 inch.
6 knives, sloyd, 21 inch.
1 mallet, hickory, 21 by 6 inches.
2 nail sets, Inch.
1 oiler,
1 oil slip, No. 1 Washita.
1 oil stone, medium India, 1 by 2 by 7

ineb#s, mounted.
planes, 14-inch jack.

1 plane, Ainch smooth.
1 Wier, 5-inch fiat nose.
1 plier, 5-Inch round nose.
2 putty knives.
6 rules, 12-inch, No. 341.
ti saws, 12-inch 'handy or cabinet.
1 saw, crossout, 22-inch 9 point.
1 saw, rip, 24-inch 7 point.
1 saw, turning, 14inch.
1 saw, coping, No. J100.
2 scrapers, 3 by 5 inch cabinet.
1 Screw driver, 8-inch.
2 screw drivers, 4-inch.
2 spokeshaves.
6 squares, 6-inch try.
1 square, 12-Inch try.

ELECTRICAL WORK.

3 bolls, 3j4neb.
1 box staxerted fuse b0)cks.
1 box assorted fuses.'
1 brass key socket.
2 imam,
50 feet bell wire.
6 dry cells.
3 electric meter cards.
1 motor, iboraepowal universal current.

2 pliers, 6-inch side rutting.
5 plug*. attachment.
3 push buttons..
2 sockets, chain pull.
2 sockets, key.
1 socket, two-way plug.
1 transformer.
1 'tiring board.

METAL WORK.

3 64114 spring dividers.
silisiiaw trams, Windt adjustable.
3 U.11-peln hammers, 16-ounce.
if toutais macho, 14netu
1 -MO hollow puck. 4'

1 -Inch hollow punch.
1 dnt boit, pima.
4 oft** SI 4.1 &
I @grata aids.
i iiie oitisera

2 6-Inch allm-taper saw May slut% cut,
with bandies.

4 Incb secontent mill files, pith handle&
4 &Well mill smooth Alec with bandies.
4 &Inch M. swot** IDEA with Moan.
2 10-inch bap41 bastard Oleo. one oaf* edge,

Wit4 lima&
bsitartiti ales, Meek spIenerasto. with
handle&
tmseb Wis*iiiiewi. 4
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BIBLIOGRAPHY.

METAL WORKCoutinued.
1 gas soldering furnam
2 2-pound soldering coppers.
2 tin mail*, 13k-inch.

tin snip, curved, 14-inch.
1 blacksmith's anvil, 50-pound.
1 breast drill, with stand, 3-jaw (quick, 0 to

I inch.
1 har-foldkng machine, 30-inch.
1 wit forming roUs, 30-Inc1i
1 small gas-beating forge.
1 grinder. Rmalls with pulley.

1 hell-druin trap
1 kitchen sink.

4 vial*. 4-ineh muchintsts', stationary
2 riveting hammers
1 iron bench plate
1 blow-horn stake
1 needle-case stake.
1 square stake.
1 hollow mandrel.
1 Faquaring machine, 22-inch.
1 turning machine, 22-pound.
1 wiring machine, 81-pound.

PLUMBING.

a

I 80 kitchen aud bath faucets.
1 S trap.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
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The junior high school:
The junior high school. Briggs.
The junior high school. L. V. Koos.
The junior high school idea. Van Denburg.
Junior and senior high school administration. Johnston, Newion, andPickell.
National Society for the Study of Education. Fifteenth Year-book. PartIII. The junior high school. Douglas. \
Secondary education in England and ITnited States. Norman.Methods and courses:
The elementary school curriculum. Bonser.
Essèntials of woodworking. Griffith.
Projects for beginning woodwork and mechanical drawing.
Correlateki courses in woodwork and mechanical drawing.
Teaching the manual and industrial arts. Griffith.
Design and construction in wood. Noyes.
Handwork in wood. Noyes.
Problems in woodworking. Murray. ;

Shop problems. Siepert.
Bird houses boys can build. Siepert.
Boy activity projects. Blackburn.
Problems in farm woodwork. Blackburn.
Elemntary woodworking. Foster.
Elements of woodwork. King,.
Elements of construction. King.
Teacher's handbook. King.
Educational woodworking for home and school. Park.
Beginning woodwork. Van Deusen.
Selected shop problems. Seaton.
Handcraft projects. Baxter.
The school and society*. Dewey.
Prevocational education in the public schools. Leavitt-Brown.
The manual arta. Bennett.
Manual arts for vocational ende. Crawshaw.
Classrodin management. Bagley.
The instructor, the man, and the job. Allen.

Griffith.
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88 MANUAL ARTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.
t

Methods add coursesContinued.
How to teach a trade. Selvidge.
The place of industries in elementary education. Dopp.

Beginning of industrial education. Hanus.
The idea of the industrial school. Kerschensteiner.
Examples of industrial education. Leake.

Industrial education. Russell and Bonser.

Mechanical drawing:
Mechanical drawing for high schools. French.

Engineering drawing. French.
Correlated courses in woodwork and mechanical drawing. Griffith.

Grammar-grade problems in mechanical drawing.' Bennett.

Problems in mechanical drawing. Bennett:
Mechanical draiving. Svensen.
Essentials of drafting. Svensen.
MeChanical drawing for secondary schools» Crawshaw.

A brief course in mechanical drawing. gathewson.
Elementary mechanical drawing. Weick.

Mechanical drawing problems. Weic17.

Mechanical drawingStandard conventions. Kepler.

Effective methods in mechanical drawing. Evans.

* Mechanical drawing. Cross.
Essentials of lettering. French and Meiklejohn.
Letters and lettering. Brown.
Lessons in lettering. French and Turnbull.
Mecliaiìical drigting. Howe.
Perspective sketching from working drawings. Mathewson.

Lettering for draftsmen. Reinhardt.
Practical perspective. Richards and Colvin.

Mechanical drawing. Erniking.
Simple or household .mechanics:

Advanced toy making. Mitchell.
Mechanical devices in the home. Allen.

Radiocraft. Solar.
Farm mechanics. Crawshaw.
Job sheets, household mechanics. Bedell,

Lesson sheets in elementary electricity. Willoughby.

Cabinetmakiag. .
%

Problems in furniture making. Crawshaw.
Furniture design for schools and shops. Crawshaw.

Furniture makingAdvanced projects in woodwork. Griffith.

W000t walk for secondary schools. Griffith. *

Furniture designing and drafting. /11,C..Nye.

Seat weaving. Perry.
Modern cabinet work, furniture, and fitments. Wells and Hooper.

Furfiiture upholstery. Johnson.
Period furniture. Clifford.
Antique furniture. Burgess. 6.

How to know period styles. Kimerly.
Furniture weaving projects. Hyatt. ,f

, Furniture for fhe craftsman. Otter.
.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Building construction:
Carpentry, Griffith.
Roof framing tables. Griffith.
Constructive carpe.ntry. King.
Problems in carpentry. Ruehl.
Agicultural woodworking. Ryehl.
Practical carpentry. Radford.,
Framing. Radford.
Steel square and its uses. 2 vpls. Radford.
Radford's portfolio of details bililding construction. Radford.
Modern carpentry and bui1din4. Sylvester.
Practical house framing. Fair.
Framing. Radford.
Carpentry and joinery. Townsend.
Practical course in roof framing.. Gagsbeek.

Finishing:
Problems in furniture making. Crawshaw.
Problems in wooCiwork. Burton.
Easy methods of wood finishing. F. Maire.
Modern wood finislwr. F. Moire.
Painter, gilder, mid varnisher's companion. Brannt.
Expert wood finisher. Kelly.
Natural woods and how to finish them. Berry Bros.

Wood turning andopattern making:
Art and education in wood turning. Klenke.
Problems in wood turning. Crawshaw.
Wood turning. Golden.
Wood pattern making. Purfield.
Pattern making. Willard.
Pattern making. Turner and Town.

Forestry and lumbering:
Wood and forest. Noyes.
Handwork in wood. Chapters. I-III. Noyes.
The primer of forestry. 2 vole. Pinchot.
Woodstheir characteristic properties. Snow.
Lumber and its uses. Kellogg.
'The kiln drying of lumber. Demon!).

Sheet metal:
Sheet-metal workers' manual. Browne!.
Modern sheet-metal workers' Instructor. Rose.
The universal sheet-metal pattern cutter. 2 vols. Neubeeker.
Sheet metal for the Junt.or High School, Manual Training Magazine, Janu-ary, 1922. Aberg.
Sheet-metal pattern drafting. Daugherty.

printing:
The art and practiee of. typography. (;ress.
Principles of dqsign. atakhelder.
Plain printing types. De Vinne.
Correct composition. De Vinne.
Title pages. De Vinne.
Printing for school and shop. Henry.
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Selected references. e

(Taken from Industrial Education Circular No. 15, Department (tf the Interior, Bureau
of Edusmition, Manual Arts in the Junior High School.)

Aberg, Charles. Sheet-jnetal work for junior high schools.
Magazine, 23: 229141, January, 1922.

Bedell, Earl L. Household mechanics in the Detroit public
Training Magazine, 22: 316-23, April, 1921.

Bennett, Charles A. Manual arts in the juniot high
Magazine, 23: 73-77, September,,1921.

The new intermediate school plans of Buffal
azine, 21: 273-74, April, 1920.

Benson, A. F. Industrial work in the junior high seh

Manual Training

schools. Manual

Manual Training

Manual Training Mag-

Industrial Arts Mag-
azine, 10: 339-44, September, 1921.

Brewer, J. M. The peed for try-out courses in the junior high
trial Arts Magazine, 11: 85-8, March, 1922.

Practical arts for vocational guidance in the junior high
ual Training Magazine, 23: 69-72, September, .1921.

Edgerton, A. H. Experimental work in junior high school industrial arts. In-
dustrial Arts Magazine, 8: 251-55, July, 1919.

Industrial arts and prevocational education in our intermediate and
junjor high schools. Industrial Arts Magazine, ID: 365-71, 407-11, 453-6;
11: 23-25, October, 1921-January, 1922.

school. Indus-

school. Man-

Emergon, E. C. Advance work in war time for prevocational at nior high
schools. In Eastern Arts Association. Proceedings, 1918, e 103.

Foulkes, Thomas R. A course in home mechanics. Manual Training Maga-
zine, 21: 269-72, April, 1920.

and Diamond, Thomas. A study of some practical values of public-
school manual training in 36 cities of Wisconsin. Manual Training Maga-
zine, 20n- 305-9, 330-614, May-June, 1919 ; : 166-61), November, 1919.

January, 1928.
Griffith, Ira S. The field of manual arts in terms )f pregent needs. Manual.

Training Magazine, 21: 1-5, September, 1910.
Leavitt, r M., and Brown, Edith. The nature and purpose of prevocational

education; and personal characteristics of prevAttional boys. In their
prevocational °education, In the public schools._ Boston, Houghton Mifflin
Co. [1915.] P. 1-2, 58-69.

McKinney, James.. The high-school manual training teacher and him job.
Manual Training*Magazine, 23: 243-46, February, 1921.

Noyes, William: This Junior high school and industrial education. Manual
Tritniné Majailne, 19: 158-57, January, 1918.

Ro William& Productive work \in the Industrial arts clam. Manual
ining Magazine,121, 116-21; December, 1919. .

Alaw R. G. Industrial information courses la ths junior hlith school.
alma Training Magazine, 20: 316-18, May, 1919.

Bewley, V. Roy. How Rockford, Ill., ts meet's/ the industrial education
problem: Manual Training Magazine, 26: 2Th45, April, 1919.

ithapleigh, Frederkk E. Educational preparatke of working boys and girls.
Industrial Arta Magazine, 8: 805-7, August 1919.

west, R. D. Manta training In. the junior-senior high school. Manual
Training Magazine, 20: 23148, March. 1910:

'Winslow., J. L Constructive' plan for the organization and administration
otludot high pcbool courses in *industrial arts .for boys. Industrial Arts
Magazine, 10: 241-47, July,
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Added references.

89

Bedell, Earl L. HouRphold mechanics and the VenPral shop. IndustrialEducation 'Magazine, 25: 14-16. July, 1923.
Methods of teaching in a general shop. Industrial Education Maga-zine. 25: 3$-41. August, 1923.

Bowman, C. A., and Justison, F. Home mechanics instruction at Stout.industrial Arts Magazine. 12: 45-400. December, 1923.
Eckeirt, Dana Z. Exploratory opportunities of the junior high school. In-:dustrial Arts Magazine. 12: 171 -74. 11lay. 1923.
AIc Kinney, James. The manual arts in the junior high school. IndustrialEducation Alagazine, 25: 93-97, October. 1923.
O'Rourke, Ralph W. The rOrrelation of academic subjects with the practicalwork in printing. Industrial Arts Magazine, 12: f11-44. February, 1923.Selvidge, It. W. The job sheet. Industrial Education Magazine, 25: 12-13,.luly, 1923.

The real job. Industrial Education Magazine, 25: 3,-)---38, August, 1923.
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